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17 К урж анова
М илана

10 5 8 11 24 53 призер

18
М арем укова
А лина

10 6 5 7 18 40 участн и к

19 К уш хатуева
Л ана

11 10 15 6 31 68 победитель

20 М аирова
А риана

11 9 13 6 28 62 призер

21 С ем енова
А м ина

11 5 5 5 15 33 участн и к

Председатель жюри -  Альборова Ф.А.

Члены жюри -  Ашинова С.Л.
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 9-11 КЛАССЫ

LISTENING
Time: 15 minutes 
Maximum points -  10 points

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3

For items 1-10 listen to an interview with the astronaut Charles Duke, who is talking 
about his trip to the moon, and decide whether the statements 1—10 are TRUE 
according to the text you hear, or FALSE, or the information on the statement is NOT 
STATED in the text. You will hear the text twice.

1. As a child, Charles showed no particular interest in space travel.
(/) True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

2. Charles started his career in the Air Force as a pilot.
( )  True
(\/) False 
( )  Not Stated

3. The hardest part of the training for Charles was endlessly practising the lunar 
landing.
(y) True 
( )  False 
()  Not Stated

4. The interviewer is pretty sure Charles sailed through his training.
( )  True
()  False 
(4 Not Stated

5. When he first found out he was going to the moon, Charles was exhilarated.
( )  True

False
()  Not Stated
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6. Charles had to stop doing all sports.
( )  True

False
()  Not Stated

7. During the process of landing, the crew panicked since they couldn’t find a landing 
spot because of the dust.
( )  True 
(\) False 
( )  Not Stated

8. After landing, the crew had to rest for 6 hours before going out onto the moon 
surface.
( )  True 
( )  False 
(У) Not Stated

9. The loneliness of the moonscape made the greatest impact on Charles.
(«) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

10. He didn’t return after the mission empty-handed, since Charles fetched a physical 
lunar souvenir.
(/) True 
( )  False 
( )  Not Stated
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READING

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -  15 points

Read a BBC article and answer questions.

Profile: Yuri Gagarin
By Paul Rincon and Katia Moskvitch 
Science reporters, BBC News

On 12 April 1961, manned space travel escaped the pages of fanciful fiction and 
arrived blazing into the here-and-now.
The first space flight was a triumph for the Soviet Union and a political and 
diplomatic setback for the US. But Yuri Gagarin was an instant history-maker whose 
achievement transcended the politics of the time.
He was bom in the village of Klushino, outside Moscow; his father was a carpenter, 
while his mother worked as a milkmaid. His family, like many others, had suffered at 
the hands of the Nazis in World War II. During the German occupation, the Gagarins 
were forced out of their home and had to live in a tiny "mud hut" nearby. Yuri's 
brother Valentin and his sister Zoya were deported to labour camps in Poland.
When the future cosmonaut was just 13, he moved with his family to the city of 
Gzhatsk. His father dismantled the house in Klushino, moved it to the city and rebuilt 
it there. Friends and family remember a fun-loving boy, fond of pranks, but also keen 
on his studies. Yelena Kozlova taught Gagarin botany while the future cosmonaut 
was at school in the city. Now 91, she recalls that Yuri's favourite subjects were 
maths and physics: "No-one was able to resist his smile! And girls always liked him, 
too," she explained.
Gagarin initially graduated from trade school as a foundryman. But he later chose to 
pursue his studies, enrolling for a technical degree at the Saratov Technical College. 
While studying here, Gagarin leamt to fly with the local "aero club".
"When he was a student at the Saratov Technical College, he didn't have much 
money, and to make some extra cash he had to work part-time as a dock labourer on 
the Volga River - and he used the money to buy presents for his family," his niece 
Tamara Filatova told BBC News.
In 1955, Yuri Gagarin entered the Orenburg Pilot School, and upon graduation joined 
the Soviet Air Force as a lieutenant. It was here that he met his wife, Valentina, a 
graduate of the Orenburg Medical School. Soon after the couple married, Gagarin 
began a tour of duty as a fighter pilot.
In 1960, Gagarin - along with 19 others - was selected as a candidate for the Soviet 
space programme. "Gagarin was a very clever young man. He was head and 
shoulders above all the other cosmonauts," says Reg Tumill, the BBC's aerospace
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correspondent from 1958-1975. "Не was so quick to learn and had such an easy 
personality that he was very popular among the top brass, because he could be relied 
on to play ball and not to give away any secrets."
The pool of 19 was eventually whittled down to two: Gagarin and fellow test pilot 
Gherman Titov. Some have suggested that Gagarin's relatively humble background 
may have given him the edge over Titov.
On the morning of 12 April 1961, the 27-year-old Gagarin blasted off atop a 30m- 
high rocket from the Tyuratam Missile Range (now Baikonur Cosmodrome).
'Here we go'
The story goes that Gagarin yelled "poyekhali" ("here we go") as his rocket blasted 
off from Earth. For many, the line embodied the impatience of all those who had for 
decades dreamed of exploring space. During the historic 108-minute orbital flight, 
Gagarin was able to consume food through squeeze tubes and kept mission control 
updated on his condition using a high-frequency radio and a telegraph key.
The mission came perilously close to disaster. During re-entry, cables linking the 
spacecraft's descent module to the service module failed to separate. This caused 
violent shaking during the fiery re-entry through the Earth's atmosphere.
Gagarin baled out before his capsule hit the ground and parachuted to a safe landing 
near the Volga River. He was subsequently bestowed the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union by the USSR's leader Nikita Khrushchev. Overnight, Gagarin achieved 
international renown. He toured the world in style, signed autographs, mbbed 
shoulders with world leaders and once happened to kiss the Italian film star Gina 
Lollobrigida.
Final flight
On 28 March 1968, Gagarin was killed on a routine training flight. He was 34 years 
old. His MiG-15UTI went into a dive and crashed into forest near the town of 
Kirzach, north-east of Moscow. Gagarin's co-pilot Vladimir Seregin was also killed. 
The cause of the crash is unknown, and many conspiracy theories have grown up in 
the intervening years. Among the more credible theories is that proposed by fellow 
cosmonaut Alexey Leonov, who believes that a Sukhoi jet -  flying below its 
minimum altitude -  passed within metres of Gagarin's plane. This triggered 
turbulence which sent the MiG into a spin from which it did not recover. 
Alternatively, a cabin air vent may have been left open by the crew or a previous pilot 
and this may have led to oxygen deprivation and an inability to control the aircraft. 
Whatever the cause of the crash, since Gagarin's epochal flight in 1961, more than 
500 people have flown in space. They all follow in the footsteps of the slight young 
man from Klushino who took a leap into the unknown some 60 years ago.

For questions 1-8, choose option TRUE if  the statement agrees with the information 
given in the text; FALSE i f  the statement contradicts the information given in the text 
or i f  there is no information given in the text.
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1. The first space flight brought Gagarin global fame in no time.
(y) True
()  False

2. The Gagarins moved to Gzhatsk as they didn’t want to live in their house any 
longer after it had been dishonoured by the Nazi occupation.
( )  True 

False

3. Yuri Gagarin learned to fly a plane at the Saratov Technical College.
( )  True
(V) False

4. He met his wife after his graduation from the Orenburg Pilot School.
True

()  False

5. It is common knowledge that Yuri Gagarin’s social origin got him a head start over 
the other candidates for the Soviet space programme.
()  True 
(\) False

6. The first space flight took less than two hours.
(v) True
() False

7. Gagarin’s capsule landed safely near the Volga River.
()  True
(\̂  False

8. Gagarin died in an air crash when his plane collided with another one.
( )  True
(y) False

Choose option which best jits according to the text.

9. What are we told about the family of Yuri Gagarin in the second paragraph?
()  There were three children in the family in the time of World War II.
( )  Yuri’s siblings grew up in Poland.
()  The Gagarins were forced out of Klushino by the Nazi invaders.
(V{ Gagarin was not a native of Moscow.
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10. Yuri’s school teacher says that he...
( )  used to play tricks on his friends.
('З loved technical disciplines at school.
( )  used to smile a lot.
( )  was keen on botany.

11. Reg Tumill remembers that Yuri Gagarin was...
( )  taller than the other cosmonauts.
( )  good at playing ball games.
( )  not secretive.
£0 favoured by senior ranks.

12. Gagarin’s “poyekhali” (“here we go”) 
reflects the aspiration to explore space.

( )  was the signal to launch the rocket.
()  was translated into many languages.
()  was broadcast live.

13. Which one of the listed activities did Gagarin not do during his flight?
() reporting his state of health to the control centre
()  maintaining radio contact with the earth 
()  eating
(v) controlling his flight

14. Which one of the listed events CANNOT be regarded as a LOGICAL follow-up 
of the first orbit flight?
()  Gagarin was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.
(̂ } Gagarin kissed Gina Lollobrigida.
( )  Gagarin became world-famous.
( )  Gagarin met the diplomatic establishment as part of his world tour.

15. Which one of the following statements is true according to the text?
(v) The cause of the crash of Gagarin’s plane is still not clear.
( )  It has been proved that a previous pilot had left the cabin air vent open.
( ) Alexey Leonov has evidence that another plane caused turbulence which sent 
Gagarin’s plane into a deadly spin.
( )  Vladimir Seregin was the only one who survived the crash.
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USE OF ENGLISH
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Time: 25 minutes 
Maximum points -  20 points

Task 1

For items 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end o f each 
line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
beginning (0).

Example:______
0 I BOREDOM

Games in Space

For astronauts on long missions into space, (0) ... can be a 
real problem.

BORE

In order to help the astronauts, (1 )... and doctors need to find 
out what this feels like.

SCIENCE

As part of the (2) ... programme, six volunteers will be locked 
away for 520 days to see what effept this.has on their mind and

SEARCH

body. During their time in (3) .VA, me volunteers will be able to 
communicate with their controllers, but only in a way that 
replicates the astronauts’ experience. For example, the further

ISOLATE

away from ’Earth’ they get, the longer the delay in the signal, so 
they will be (4) Vf/fohave a conversation in real time.

ABLE

As part of the experiment, the volunteers will .be allowed to 
play computer games/There will be a (5 ) ... of solo games

MIX

and (6) ^gabies' available. Afterwards, they will be asked to COMPETE
give (7 ) ... on how hard they found the games to play and what FEED
their (8 ) ... state was at the time. EMOTION
As a result of the (9 ) ... gathered, it may be possible to create INFORM
special (10)... for crews on future missions. SOFT
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Task 2

For items 11—20, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. Use from three to 
five words. The number o f words you should put in the gap is specified in each case. 
Do NOT use contracted forms. There is an example at the beginning.
Example: 0. “Let’s go to the cinema on Sunday,” said Ann. 

wanted
Ann____________________to the cinema on Sunday. (4 words)

0 wanted us to go

11.1 am totally convinced that you will pass the exam.
CHANCE
In my opinion, there_________________ your failing the exam. (4 words)

12. Not many people came to the wedding.
NUMBER
Only_______ 7̂________ people came to the wedding. (4 words)

13.1 do not have any money left.
RUN
I ________ 71_______ money. (4 words)

14. The play was shorter than we had expected.
LAST
The play did not_________________ we had expected. (4 words)

15.1 could not concentrate fully because of the noise coming from the next room. 
HARD
The noise coming from the next room___2Г________ to concentrate fully. (3 words)

16. The twins described their experience to me in detail.
DESCRIPTION
The twins gave______________________ their experience. (5 words)

17. You can go to the cinema but you must get a taxi home afterwards.
LONG
You can go to the cinema_______________________ a taxi home afterwards. (5
words)
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18. The flooding led to the road being closed.
RESULT
The road had t o ________________ of the flooding. (5 words)

19. That contestant did not succeed in getting to the final round of the quiz show.
TO
That contestant did not ' ________ to the final round of the quiz show. (5 words)

20. Carol would rather not come to the beach with us today.
FEEL
Carol_____ _________________to the beach with us today. (5 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
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Максимум за работу -  45 баллов
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 7-8 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  7

How do British people recognize a Russian speaker o f English? Listen to a dialogue 
between a Russian student and a British teacher and find it out.
Then complete the sentences by using a word from the text. Mind your spelling. You 
will hear the text twice.
Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://staterad. or2/download/226994. mp3

1. When we p tU L P -t ideas to students, we should be very clear, so that they 
understand.
2. VUl j j  У%. speakers of English talk to each other in a different way.
3. There are certain 'tXPH JT/C71P that creep into your English.
4. Also, when not native speakers conduct CQÎ V'CiriOLiiG/l/between themselves, they 
use English otherwise.
5. For it , don’t expect the English to use your name in conversation.
6. There are some obvious problems that come from English ^fdhWUlJ'.
7. English people seem rude in the way they /\lT! each other.

1
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Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 1

Task 1

Read the text below and mark the facts as True or False.

Russians call it the Mendeleev periodic table, while in other countries people drop the 
name of the Russian chemist Dmitry Mendeleev -  the scientist who came up with the 
concept that atomic weights of elements largely predetermine their physical and 
chemical properties. In the anticipation of an anniversary of this discovery (1869- 
1870), we decided to find out more interesting facts from the director of the Joint 
Institute of Nuclear Research, who kindly agreed to answer our questions.
Can you tell us about the history of this discovery and its importance nowadays?
It’s amazing but Mendeleev based his classification on 63 elements only, of which 
just 48 had atomic weights precisely determined at that time. Others had not been 
studied thoroughly. His first table was put on a sheet of paper with some gaps for 
unknown elements and he corrected the atomic weights for the elements which he 
thought were incorrect. All the missing elements were discovered later and all the 
atomic weights he thought wrong proved to be as he predicted! Now we are working 
on discovering the 119th of the Mendeleev table and there seems to be no limit. One 
of the elements discovered recently is named after Mendeleev.
Were there any attempts to classify elements before and after his discovery?
Yes, just a few. The earliest was based on two large groups of acid-forming and base
forming elements. However, this broad classification proved inadequate. The second 
made a distinction between metals and non-metals. But it turned out to be 
inconsistent. The German chemist Lothar Meyer put forward similar proposals 
shortly after Mendeleev, but criticized Mendeleev’s predictions of incorrect atomic 
weights of some elements.
Can the Mendeleev periodic table be regarded as a law of nature?
No one can deny that. It has been verified many times decades after Mendeleev’s 
death in 1907. Now it’s as valuable as the work of Copernicus in astronomy or 
Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Was Mendeleev nominated for a Nobel prize?
Yes, three times -  in 1905, 1906, 1907. Unfortunately, he failed to get a prize due to 
the long time that had passed since his discovery and the time when Nobel prizes 
were first introduced in 1901.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7 -8  классы
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1. 1901 -  Mendeleev died 
( )  True
0  False

2. 118 -  the current number of elements in the periodic table 
0  True
()  False

3. 1917 -  the second time Mendeleev was nominated for the Nobel Prize 
()  True
0  False

4. 1903 -  Nobel prizes were first introduced 
()  True
0  False

5. 3 -  nominations of the scientist for the Nobel prize 
0  True
()  False

Task 2

For questions (1-6), read the following text and then choose from the list given below 
the best phrase to fill each o f the numbered spaces. Each correct phrase may only be 
used once. Some o f the suggested answers do not fit at all.

There is an example for you (0).

A Good Night
Sleeping less than six and a half hours a night is not good for you, warned the 
American National Sleep Foundation recently. With supreme irony, the warning 
came just as people in the US, in the interests of daylight saving, were about to put
their clocks forward one hour, (0 )_______. The Foundation’s latest research shows
that eight hours’ sleep is optimal for good health. The problem is that these days, 
some people seem to regard sleep as slothful and unproductive, a view encouraged by
innovations like the Internet, (1)_______long after other sources of information are
inactive. Actually, one could go further back in time and blame the invention of the
light bulb, (2)_______ . People slept on average nine hours a night before the arrival
of electricity, (3) _______ . For sleep is not equivalent to switching off your
computer. In sleep important things still happen, things (4 )_______ . Sleep reduces
the body’s metabolic rate by up to 20 per cent, representing a great saving in energy, 
and the amount of oxygen (5 )_______also falls dramatically, as does our body
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temperature to a lesser extent. And during sleep the body releases growth hormone,
(6) _________•

Example:
S  N.

which always deprives them 
of some sleep

4___________ __ ____________ J
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1
\/Vrck glU joKJ- ULfttf u r i.m ih d a m

which is clearly not enough for the 
average person

2
yh/Jii-fflih'YiLu d iM 'u h d d s tA w ?

which probably means they were a 
good deal happier

З ь Л / l i  pfoboLKm 
U/ue л- 9ooc/ Viua

which is why children need plenty of 
sleep

4  j  i ' 
wh' t|v tkoULylli Ъ>Ьи

which can even lead to major 
disasters

5
vheci. И - U ri /N ik l-P ltJ 'tfb jttfik

which allows users unlimited access
n.--------------------------- -̂---- f.------ —<----

6
vbcJi a  vAv d\/ U nit n izJpLu (iy

which we use in the first part of the 
night
which we need in order to fall asleep

which effectively eliminated darkness

which are thought to be restorative 
and conserving

/ Л
0

4_______ J
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Part 3
Use of English

Time: 40 minutes 
Maximum points -  56

Task 1

Put each verb in brackets (1-30) into a suitable verb form. (0) -  is done for you as an 
example.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
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The Unfortunate Tandem
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him
(0)__were cycling__(to cycle) through Holland. As the roads (1) Ht-f 4 (to be)
stony, Harris (2) qjVurt (to ask) his wife to sit tight. She (3)pcU-Uk4  (not/ can) 
explain later why she (4) P W ^ to think) her husband (5)juul tirl (to order) her 
to jump down. And she did so. Harris (6) (to go on) without turning his
head. He (7){>aX/ib</iU(to believe) his wife (8)vM yjklflVjfto sit) behind him.
Mrs Harris (9)^ou.yic/ (to find) herself on the road alone.
At first she (10)у^шогаЧ (to suppose^ her husband ( 1 1 ) (to want) simply to 
show his skill and he (12)WUlU [to return) soon when he (13)rtLBtt-W4 (to reach) 
the hill. But her husband (14y//jBL|3jPicc4(to disappear) in the wood.
She (15) 4jlOsmi (to begin) to cry as she (16) W 4  (to have) no money, and she 

Wodlnot know) Dutch.
People (18) rW i^Vci (to think) she (19)}\xt<i Uj 4 (to lose) something so they 
(20) t  o-o it (to take) her to the police station.
Meanwhile, Harris (21) UfujWto cycle) with great pleasure. But soon he 
<22> P , I f  (to feel) wrong. He (l3)LaeW isuifto look back) but (24) J V b / (to
see) nobody there.
While thinking how to find his wife he (25) (to meet) some local people.
They (26)\^учЛ^£у (to be sure) he (27)vvouU filvi (to find) his wife at the police 
station. There he (28) wsj (to ask) when, where and why he (29) juU lopf (to 
lose) his wife.
The meeting of Mr Harris and his wife (30) (to be) not a tender one.
Be careful on the roads!

Example:
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him 0 ____(to
cycle) through Holland, 
were cycling
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Task 2
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Match each group o f adjectives with a suitable noun. 
There is an example fo r you.
Example:

a difficult/ап exciting/a huge *—"challenge
complete/firm/wide "support
lasting/wide-spread/minor"— _____ -language
first/everyday/body_______ — - opportunity
wonderfiil/wasted/ideal - love
effective/interview/traditional —- technique
latest/pirate/live ---------------------- —___ 'damage
deep/true/platonic -recording

Task3

For 8 sentences in the left column find suitable endings from the right column. There 
is an example for you.

Example:

to take old Mrs Jones to hospital.
V________________________________ )

Some people go jogging every 
morning

to have that bad tooth of yours 
taken out.

It would be a good idea for you to go 
to the dentist’s

to check whether it had recovered 
from its accident.

The doctor gave Andy an injection to put on my sunburnt arms and 
legs.

I’m going into hospital tomorrow to get rid of her headache.
We took the cat to the vet to reduce the pain and help him 

sleep.
Susan took two aspirins to take to the chemist’s.
The doctor gave Helen a prescription to keep fit, or to lose some weight.
I bought some special cream to have an operation on my foot.

I think we should send for 
an ambulance
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Task 4

Do you know Great Britain?
Decide if the following statements about Britain are true or false.

> Britain has several active volcanoes.
(?) True
()  False

> The Romans brought the skills of reading and writing to Britain.
( )  True

False

> A true Cockney is anybody bom in the East End of London.
()  True
(?) False

> Big Ben is the official name of the clock tower of the Houses of Parliament in 
Westminster.
(*") True 
( )  False

> In Shakespeare’s time there were no actresses, all female parts were played by 
boys.
( )  True 
(?) False

> ‘Bank’ holidays are called so because these are the days on which banks are 
legally closed.
()  True 
(*) False

> The Queen is not allowed to take part in political activity.
( )  True
(̂ ) False

> British public schools are free of charge.
(v) True
()  False

7
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> Yorkshire pudding is usually eaten as a desert like other puddings.
(*) True
()  False

> The Queen’s official limousines are the only cars in Britain to have no number 
plates.
()  True 
(Q False

Максимум за работу -  74 балла

XX
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 5-6 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  4

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statsrad.or2/download/226993.mp3

Listen to the text. Then put four tales in the order that they are mentioned in the text. 
There is one extra fairy tale which is not mentioned in the text.

1 Tv" a _ V L  \\\JL T o  о V  ( X w d  A - V j l The Frog Princess
2 TVx Trocv' v rtvu&SJ Ivan the Fool and the Magic Pony
3 'Tere.wi.ok yPajl CcyTle) Kolobok (The Gingerbread Man)
4 VxoV̂oYx TVa ЛЛамД The Cat and the Rooster

Teremok (The Fly’s Castle)

L \ 6

1
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Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 0

Read the text and decide if sentences are True, False, or this information is not 
mentioned in the text -  Not Stated.

Easy Writing
Have you ever heard of Lazio Biro? He invented the ballpoint pen (the biro). His 
invention has made writing a lot easier for everyone.
In the 1930s Lazio Biro worked for a newspaper in Budapest in Hungary. While 
writing his articles he used an ink pen which left a lot of ink stains on paper. He often 
watched the newspaper being printed by huge printing machines. Biro noticed that 
the ink used in the printing machines dried very quickly. He wondered if this quick
drying ink could be used in pens. He had the idea of using a tube of quick-drying ink 
with a ball at the end. He found that when you wrote with it, the ball allowed ink to 
flow out of the tube and on to the paper. Because it dried quickly it did not smudge 
like ordinary ink.
Biro was very excited by his discovery. His pen was much easier and smoother to 
write with. It was especially helpful to left-handed people. With the pen, it was 
possible to write up to 200,000 words before the ink ran out. It was even possible to 
write on rough surfaces. Another advantage of the ballpoint pen was that it was 
cheap. You just threw it away when the ink ran out and got another one! 
Unfortunately, before he was able to patent* his invention, the Second World War 
broke out. Biro went to Brazil. There, he and his brother George began to improve 
the design of the pen. In the early 1940s they began to manufacture a new pen, but 
they did not have enough money to start a big company.
In 1944 he sold his business to an Englishman named Henry Martin. Martin produced 
thousands of Biro pens. He sold many to the men and women in the American and 
British armies. People liked the pens very much. They were convenient and easy to 
carry around and they could be used anywhere. They were cheaper than fountain 
pens. Later, Martin sold the business to a French company called BIC. This company 
now sells twelve million pens a day.
Biro was pleased that his pen was so popular, but he did not make a lot of money 
from his invention. He died quite a poor man in South America. However, his name 
is not forgotten. It has become an everyday word.

*When an inventor patents something, this prevents others from using the invention 
without permission.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5-6  классы
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1. Biro was a Hungarian journalist.
(У) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

2. Biro’s birthday is celebrated in some countries as Inventors’ Day.
()  True
()  False 
(/) Not Stated

3. Biro invented his pen without seeing a printing machine at work.
( )  True
(\̂  False 
( )  Not Stated

4. The ink used in printing machines was different from ordinary ink. 
(V) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

5. You can write longer with a ballpoint pen than with an ink pen.
()  True
()  False 
(y) Not Stated

6. The new pen could write not only on paper.
(V) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

7. In the 1940s Biro brothers’ business was rather successful.
( )  True
(4) False 
()  Not Stated

8. Biro sold his business to BIC.
()  True
(V) False 
()  Not Stated
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9. Fountain pens were cheaper and easier to use.
()  True
(V) False 
()  Not Stated

10. Biro’s name is still honored by his relatives in South America. 
( )  True
()  False 
(v) Not Stated

y o ь .
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“Mr. Twain, people (3) _____ (to say) that you can tell very funny stories. I
hope that during your lecture you (4) W»U- vwqy.e- (to make) my uncle 
(5) j-алхД-У (to laugh). He (6)W^w4 W>Wc|(not to laugh) for ten years.”
“I’ll do my best”, Mark Twain said.

At the beginning of his lecture, Mark Twain (7) vvolieiA- (to notice) the 
club member who (8) vjcu ^  (to sit) in front of him with an old sad man.

Mark Twain (9) -jot ell (to begin) (to tell) jokes, one after another, long
jokes and short jokes, new jokes and old jokes. Soon everybody (10) wU (to
cry) with laughter. Everybody -  but not the old man. He (11) lVQS I ppKin-4 (to look) 
at Mark Twain with his cold blue eyes. Mark Twain (12) was artetwd(to ashame).

After the lecture, the club member (13) hWanVvccL (to thank) Mark Twain 
because he (14) UcarA. (never to hear) so many funny stories.

“They (15) \jjcyi ncL (not to be) funny enough for your uncle. He 
(16) dlolh4 w h  ftnfe(not even smile)!” Mark Twain (17) anjw t/-eol (to answer).

“I’d like to thank you and say again my uncle (18) l a  c<.qU eel (not to laugh) 
for ten years. I want you to know he (19) U^x-rd (not to hear) anything for ten 
years. He (20) уОЩ______(to be deaf).”

0 was well known is well known has been well known
1 invites invited invite
2 come comes came
3 say will say are said
4 made make will make
5 laughed laugh to laugh
6 hasn’t laughed don’t laugh didn’t laugh
7 notice notices noticed
8 was sitting is sitting were sitting
9 had begun telling began to tell began to telling
10 were crying will cry was crying
11 was looking would look had looked
12 was ashame was ashamed is ashamed
13 thanks thank thanked
14 had never heard never had heard have never heard
15 is not were not was not
16 haven’t even smiled hadn’t even smile didn’t even smile
17 answered answer answers
18 didn’t laugh hasn’t laughed haven’t laughed
19 hasn’t heard didn’t hear doesn’t hear
20 were deaf was deaf is deaf
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Part 3
Use of English

Time: 30 minutes 
Maximum points -  50

Task 1

Read the text below. There is one mistake in each line: it can be a wrong word or a 
missed word. Find the mistake and write the proper word in the box.

1 At 12th April, 1961 Yuri Gagarin, a Russian Cosmonaut,

2 became first human to travel into space. Although his flight
•tw

3 lasted only 108 minute, its success made him
yvĈVUAltS

4 national hero. He also became the first person
i\jL

5 ate and drank in zero gravity, and he was able
wYo

6 view the Earth in a way that no one had done before.
W

7 Unfortunately, a plane crash in March 1968 made Gagarins’
Ugĵ gjt\vO-S

8 desire of revisiting space unpossible.
\vwposj\*4)le.

9 After his dead, his hometown and the Cosmonaut Training
О /

10 Center at Star City, Russia, was named after he.
VvWV-

Task 2

For questions (1-20) choose the correct verb form for each gap. (0) -  is done for you 
as an example.

He Didn’t Laugh

Mark Twain, the famous American author, (0) was well known (to know) as a 
lecturer, and literary clubs often (1) \vw AitL (to invite) him to speak. Before one 
of his lectures a club member (2) ехи»усг. (to come) up to him and said,

5



Task 3

Complete the e-mail. For questions 1-10 write ONE word for each space. There is an 
example for you (0).

From:Parveen 
To: Marta

Hi Marta,
I hope (0) _you_ are well. I was trying (1) _to_______ call you yesterday but you
didn’t answer. Is your phone broken, (2) o f______  have you lost it again?
Anyway, I wanted to ask (3) \ f _______you could come to my birthday party next
Saturday. My birthday was actually two weeks (4) ĉ c>______ , but I couldn’t have
the party then (5) ________lots of people were (6) ow_______ holiday.
I’ve invited (7) j i t c  few people from our swimming club, as well as my 
friends from school. (8) л  ?r/- you think your brother (9) free that
day? Please invite (10) ^wy._____ to come too. The party’s at my house and starts
at 8 p.m.
Parveen

Example: (0) you

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5-6  классы

Task 4

Classify all these nouns and fill in the table. Mind your spelling. There is an example 
(0) for you.

0 саг coach bike plane transport
1 apple orange banana pear fv  u,\4 s
2 Egypt France Russia India —
3 table chair sofa bed led
4 trousers shirt hat socks
5 beetle ant bee spider
6 potato carrot onion peas -
7 aunt uncle niece cousin -

8 London Moscow Paris Washington
9 violin flute guitar trumpet
10 daisy rose tulip iris l  lowers

Максимум за работу -  64 балла
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 5-6 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  4

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statzrad. orz/download/226993. mp3

Listen to the text. Then put four tales in the order that they are mentioned in the text. 
There is one extra fairy tale which is not mentioned in the text.

1 7\/nK t h i  food cuuL I h iJ lc L o /h , The Frog Princess
2 7 b  -froo> Prim O .s s Ivan the Fool and the Magic Pony
3 vAo e. Kolobok (The Gingerbread Man)
4 ICoQjottoir The Cat and the Rooster

Teremok (The Fly’s Castle)

1
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Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 0

Read the text and decide if sentences are True, False, or this information is not 
mentioned in the text -  Not Stated.

Easy Writing
Have you ever heard of Lazio Biro? He invented the ballpoint pen (the biro). His 
invention has made writing a lot easier for everyone.
In the 1930s Lazio Biro worked for a newspaper in Budapest in Hungary. While 
writing his articles he used an ink pen which left a lot of ink stains on paper. He often 
watched the newspaper being printed by huge printing machines. Biro noticed that 
the ink used in the printing machines dried very quickly. He wondered if this quick
drying ink could be used in pens. He had the idea of using a tube of quick-drying ink 
with a ball at the end. He found that when you wrote with it, the ball allowed ink to 
flow out of the tube and on to the paper. Because it dried quickly it did not smudge 
like ordinary ink.
Biro was very excited by his discovery. His pen was much easier and smoother to 
write with. It was especially helpful to left-handed people. With the pen, it was 
possible to write up to 200,000 words before the ink ran out. It was even possible to 
write on rough surfaces. Another advantage of the ballpoint pen was that it was 
cheap. You just threw it away when the ink ran out and got another one! 
Unfortunately, before he was able to patent* his invention, the Second World War 
broke out. Biro went to Brazil. There, he and his brother George began to improve 
the design of the pen. In the early 1940s they began to manufacture a new pen, but 
they did not have enough money to start a big company.
In 1944 he sold his business to an Englishman named Henry Martin. Martin produced 
thousands of Biro pens. He sold many to the men and women in the American and 
British armies. People liked the pens very much. They were convenient and easy to 
carry around and they could be used anywhere. They were cheaper than fountain 
pens. Later, Martin sold the business to a French company called BIC. This company 
now sells twelve million pens a day.
Biro was pleased that his pen was so popular, but he did not make a lot of money 
from his invention. He died quite a poor man in South America. However, his name 
is not forgotten. It has become an everyday word.

*When an inventor patents something, this prevents others from using the invention 
without permission.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5 -6  классы
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1. Biro was a Hungarian journalist.
(v/) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

2. Biro’s birthday is celebrated in some countries as Inventors’ Day.
()  True
()  False 
(v) Not Stated

3. Biro invented his pen without seeing a printing machine at work.
()  True
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

4. The ink used in printing machines was different from ordinary ink. 
(V) True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

5. You can write longer with a ballpoint pen than with an ink pen.
( )  True
()  False 
(>) Not Stated

6. The new pen could write not only on paper.
(V) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

7. In the 1940s Biro brothers’ business was rather successful.
( )  True

False
()  Not Stated

8. Biro sold his business to BIC.
( )  True
(J) False 
( )  Not Stated

3
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9. Fountain pens were cheaper and easier to use.
( )  True
(v) False 
( )  Not Stated

10. Biro’s name is still honored by his relatives in South America. 
( )  True
()  False 
(i/) Not Stated
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Part 3
Use of English

Time: 30 minutes 
Maximum points -  50

Task 1

Read the text below. There is one mistake in each line: it can be a wrong word or a 
missed word. Find the mistake and write the proper word in the box.

1 At 12th April, 1961 Yuri Gagarin, a Russian Cosmonaut,
Otl

2 became first human to travel into space. Although his flight
i h .

3 lasted only 108 minute, its success made him

4 national hero. He also became the first person
a

5 ate and drank in zero gravity, and he was able
w/to

6 view the Earth in a way that no one had done before.
to

7 Unfortunately, a plane crash in March 1968 made Gagarins’
q>Q_f / R J

8 desire of revisiting space unpossible.
)WpO 'SSllU

9 After his dead, his hometown and the Cosmonaut Training i

r in x x i l
10 Center at Star City, Russia, was named after he.

h m

Task 2

For questions (1-20) choose the correct verb form for each gap. (0) — is done for you 
as an example.

He Didn’t Laugh

Mark Twain, the famous American author, (0) was well known (to know) as a 
lecturer, and literary clubs often (1) / a Vt t  la  (to invite) him to speak. Before one 
of his lectures a club member (2) (iQlIuL (to come) up to him and said,

5
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“Mr. Twain, people (3) S<X\J (to say) that you can tell very funny stories. I 
hope that during your lecture you (4) \/ \U_ make (to make) my uncle 
(5) LoJuLQh- (to laugh). He (6) hxuyi'i Loojjkj(not to laugh) for ten years.”
“I’ll do my best”, Mark Twain said.

At the beginning of his lecture, Mark Twain (7) hojjt СЫ (to notice) the 
club member who (8) v/ clS j/ L i ; «3 (to sit) in front of him with an old sad man.

Mark Twain (9) k-Qfoai lotiLL (to begin) (to tell) jokes, one after another, long 
jokes and short jokes, new jokes and old jokes. Soon everybody (lO)wo-j tfy>fi? (to 
cry) with laughter. Everybody -  but not the old man. He (11) woj Lodp HQ (to look) 
at Mark Twain with his cold blue eyes. Mark Twain (12) a i W ^ (to ashame).

After the lecture, the club member (13) i-K^W cd (to thank) Mark Twain 
because he (14) kjoi ш и  IujmJ  (never to hear) so many funny stories.

“They (15) wtLre. Уъо-f (not to be) funny enough for your uncle. He 
(16) д м  ve/ м  (not even smile)!” Mark Twain ( 1 (to answer).

“I’d like to thank you and say again my uncle (18)) ^  ;■ jno t to laugh)
for ten years. I want you to know he (19) lu^ f ^ not to hear) anything for ten
years. He (20) / s (to be deaf).”

0 was well known is well known has been well known
1 invites invited invite
2 come comes came
3 say will say are said
4 made make will make
5 laughed laugh to laugh
6 hasn’t laughed don’t laugh didn’t laugh
7 notice notices noticed
8 was sitting is sitting were sitting
9 had begun telling began to tell began to telling
10 were crying will cry was crying
11 was looking would look had looked
12 was ashame was ashamed is ashamed
13 thanks thank thanked
14 had never heard never had heard have never heard
15 is not were not was not
16 haven’t even smiled hadn’t even smile didn’t even smile
17 answered answer answers
18 didn’t laugh hasn’t laughed haven’t laughed
19 hasn’t heard didn’t hear doesn’t hear
20 were deaf was deaf is deaf
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Task 3

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5-6  классы

Complete the e-mail. For questions 1-10 write ONE word for each space. There is an 
example for you (0).

From:Parveen 
To: Marta

Hi Marta,
I hope (0) _you_ are well. I was trying (1) ______ call you yesterday but you
didn’t answer. Is your phone broken, (2) t-0______  have you lost it again?
Anyway, I wanted to ask (3) cmd_____ you could come to my birthday party next
Saturday. My birthday was actually two weeks (4) - _______ , but I couldn’t have
the party then (5) i f _____ lots of people were (6) ________ holiday.
I’ve invited (7) —_______ few people from our swimming club, as well as my
friends from school. (8) t£ ______you think your brother (9) O-tt_____ free that
day? Please invite (10) \ {j_____ to come too. The party’s at my house and starts
at 8 p.m.
Parveen

Example: (0) you

Task 4

Classify all these nouns and fill in the table. Mind your spelling. There is an example 
(0) for you.

0 car coach bike plane transport
1 apple orange banana pear 'f dq V̂
2 Egypt France Russia India

J

3 table chair sofa bed + J ? | M J  L
4 trousers shirt hat socks
5 beetle ant bee spider —
6 potato carrot onion peas —
7 aunt uncle niece cousin —
8 London Moscow Paris Washington
9 violin flute guitar trumpet —
10 daisy rose tulip iris —

Максимум за работу -  64 балла
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 9-11 КЛАССЫ

LISTENING
Time: 15 minutes 
Maximum points -  10 points

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3

For items 1—10 listen to an interview with the astronaut Charles Duke, who is talking 
about his trip to the moon, and decide whether the statements 1-10 are TRUE 
according to the text you hear, or FALSE, or the information on the statement is NOT 
STATED in the text. You will hear the text twice.

1. As a child, Charles showed no particular interest in space travel.
O') True
( )  False 
( )  Not Stated

2. Charles started his career in the Air Force as a pilot.
( )  True

False
()  Not Stated

3. The hardest part of the training for Charles was endlessly practising the lunar 
landing.
(/) True 
( )  False 
( )  Not Stated

4. The interviewer is pretty sure Charles sailed through his training.
( )  True
()  False 
(v) Not Stated

5. When he first found out he was going to the moon, Charles was exhilarated.
( )  True
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3


Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

6. Charles had to stop doing all sports.
( )  True
(u) False
()  Not Stated

7. During the process of landing, the crew panicked since they couldn’t find a landing 
spot because of the dust.
( )  True 

False
()  Not Stated

8. After landing, the crew had to rest for 6 hours before going out onto the moon 
surface.
( )  True 
()  False 

Not Stated

9. The loneliness of the moonscape made the greatest impact on Charles.
(v) True 
()  False 
()  Not Stated

10. He didn’t return 
lunar souvenir.
(/) True 
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

after the mission empty-handed, since Charles fetched a physical
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correspondent from 1958-1975. "Не was so quick to learn and had such an easy 
personality that he was very popular among the top brass, because he could be relied 
on to play ball and not to give away any secrets."
The pool of 19 was eventually whittled down to two: Gagarin and fellow test pilot 
Gherman Titov. Some have suggested that Gagarin's relatively humble background 
may have given him the edge over Titov.
On the morning of 12 April 1961, the 27-year-old Gagarin blasted off atop a 30m- 
high rocket from the Tyuratam Missile Range (now Baikonur Cosmodrome).
'Here we go'
The story goes that Gagarin yelled "poyekhali" ("here we go") as his rocket blasted 
off from Earth. For many, the line embodied the impatience of all those who had for 
decades dreamed of exploring space. During the historic 108-minute orbital flight, 
Gagarin was able to consume food through squeeze tubes and kept mission control 
updated on his condition using a high-frequency radio and a telegraph key.
The mission came perilously close to disaster. During re-entry, cables linking the 
spacecraft's descent module to the service module failed to separate. This caused 
violent shaking during the fiery re-entry through the Earth's atmosphere.
Gagarin baled out before his capsule hit the ground and parachuted to a safe landing 
near the Volga River. He was subsequently bestowed the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union by the USSR's leader Nikita Khrushchev. Overnight, Gagarin achieved 
international renown. He toured the world in style, signed autographs, mbbed 
shoulders with world leaders and once happened to kiss the Italian film star Gina 
Lollobrigida.
Final flight
On 28 March 1968, Gagarin was killed on a routine training flight. He was 34 years 
old. His MiG-15UTI went into a dive and crashed into forest near the town of 
Kirzach, north-east of Moscow. Gagarin's co-pilot Vladimir Seregin was also killed. 
The cause of the crash is unknown, and many conspiracy theories have grown up in 
the intervening years. Among the more credible theories is that proposed by fellow 
cosmonaut Alexey Leonov, who believes that a Sukhoi jet -  flying below its 
minimum altitude -  passed within metres of Gagarin's plane. This triggered 
turbulence which sent the MiG into a spin from which it did not recover. 
Alternatively, a cabin air vent may have been left open by the crew or a previous pilot 
and this may have led to oxygen deprivation and an inability to control the aircraft. 
Whatever the cause of the crash, since Gagarin's epochal flight in 1961, more than 
500 people have flown in space. They all follow in the footsteps of the slight young 
man from Klushino who took a leap into the unknown some 60 years ago.

For questions 1-8, choose option TRUE if  the statement agrees with the information 
given in the text; FALSE i f  the statement contradicts the information given in the text 
or i f  there is no information given in the text.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы
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READING

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -  15 points

Read a BBC article and answer questions.

Profile: Yuri Gagarin
By Paul Rincon and Katia Moskvitch 
Science reporters, BBC News

On 12 April 1961, manned space travel escaped the pages of fanciful fiction and 
arrived blazing into the here-and-now.
The first space flight was a triumph for the Soviet Union and a political and 
diplomatic setback for the US. But Yuri Gagarin was an instant history-maker whose 
achievement transcended the politics of the time.
He was bom in the village of Klushino, outside Moscow; his father was a carpenter, 
while his mother worked as a milkmaid. His family, like many others, had suffered at 
the hands of the Nazis in World War II. During the German occupation, the Gagarins 
were forced out of their home and had to live in a tiny "mud hut" nearby. Yuri's 
brother Valentin and his sister Zoya were deported to labour camps in Poland.
When the future cosmonaut was just 13, he moved with his family to the city of 
Gzhatsk. His father dismantled the house in Klushino, moved it to the city and rebuilt 
it there. Friends and family remember a fun-loving boy, fond of pranks, but also keen 
on his studies. Yelena Kozlova taught Gagarin botany while the future cosmonaut 
was at school in the city. Now 91, she recalls that Yuri's favourite subjects were 
maths and physics: "No-one was able to resist his smile! And girls always liked him, 
too," she explained.
Gagarin initially graduated from trade school as a foundryman. But he later chose to 
pursue his studies, enrolling for a technical degree at the Saratov Technical College. 
While studying here, Gagarin leamt to fly with the local "aero club".
"When he was a student at the Saratov Technical College, he didn't have much 
money, and to make some extra cash he had to work part-time as a dock labourer on 
the Volga River - and he used the money to buy presents for his family," his niece 
Tamara Filatova told BBC News.
In 1955, Yuri Gagarin entered the Orenburg Pilot School, and upon graduation joined 
the Soviet Air Force as a lieutenant. It was here that he met his wife, Valentina, a 
graduate of the Orenburg Medical School. Soon after the couple married, Gagarin 
began a tour of duty as a fighter pilot.
In 1960, Gagarin - along with 19 others - was selected as a candidate for the Soviet 
space programme. "Gagarin was a very clever young man. He was head and 
shoulders above all the other cosmonauts," says Reg Tumill, the BBC's aerospace
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1. The first space flight brought Gagarin global fame in no time.
(v) True
( )  False

2. The Gagarins moved to Gzhatsk as they didn’t want to live in their house any 
longer after it had been dishonoured by the Nazi occupation.
( )  True 
(j) False

3. Yuri Gagarin learned to fly a plane at the Saratov Technical College.
()  True
(v) False

4. He met his wife after his graduation from the Orenburg Pilot School.
(v) True
()  False

5. It is common knowledge that Yuri Gagarin’s social origin got him a head start over 
the other candidates for the Soviet space programme.
( )  True 
(t) False

6. The first space flight took less than two hours.
True

()  False

7. Gagarin’s capsule landed safely near the Volga River.
( )  True
(i) False

8. Gagarin died in an air crash when his plane collided with another one.
()  True
(4 False

Choose option which best jits according to the text.

9. What are we told about the family of Yuri Gagarin in the second paragraph?
()  There were three children in the family in the time of World War II.
()  Yuri’s siblings grew up in Poland.
()  The Gagarins were forced out of Klushino by the Nazi invaders.
(i>) Gagarin was not a native of Moscow.
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10. Yuri’s school teacher says that he...
( )  used to play tricks on his friends.
(/) loved technical disciplines at school.
()  used to smile a lot.
( ) was keen on botany.

11. Reg Tumill remembers that Yuri Gagarin was...
( )  taller than the other cosmonauts.
( )  good at playing ball games.
( )  not secretive.
(У) favoured by senior ranks.

12. Gagarin’s “poyekhali” (“here we go”)
(f) reflects the aspiration to explore space.
( )  was the signal to launch the rocket.
( )  was translated into many languages.
( )  was broadcast live.

13. Which one of the listed activities did Gagarin not do during his flight?
()  reporting his state of health to the control centre
()  maintaining radio contact with the earth 
()  eating
("') controlling his flight

14. Which one of the listed events CANNOT be regarded as a LOGICAL follow-up 
of the first orbit flight?
()  Gagarin was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.
(?) Gagarin kissed Gina Lollobrigida.
( )  Gagarin became world-famous.
( )  Gagarin met the diplomatic establishment as part of his world tour.

15. Which one of the following statements is true according to the text?
(v) The cause of the crash of Gagarin’s plane is still not clear.
( )  It has been proved that a previous pilot had left the cabin air vent open.
( ) Alexey Leonov has evidence that another plane caused turbulence which sent 
Gagarin’s plane into a deadly spin.
( )  Vladimir Seregin was the only one who survived the crash.
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USE OF ENGLISH

Time: 25 minutes 
Maximum points -  20 points

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Task 1

For items 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end o f each 
line to form a word that jits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
beginning (0).

Example:______
0 I BOREDOM

Games in Space

For astronauts on long missions into space, (0) ... can be a 
real problem.

BORE

In order to help the astronauts, (1 ) ... and doctors need to find 
out what this feels like. ,

SCIENCE

As part of the (2) ^ . programme, six volunteers will be locked 
away for 520 days to see what effect this has on their mind and

SEARCH

body. During their time in (3) .'f. , the volunteers will be able to 
communicate with their controllers, but only in a way that 
replicates the astronauts’ experience. For example, the further

ISOLATE

away from 'Earth^the^get, the longer the delay in the signal, so 
they will be (4) ... to ’have a conversation in real time.

ABLE

As part of the experiment, the volunteers will be allowed to 
play computer games. There will be a (5) m solo games

MIX

and (6) r. .'^ raes pvailable. Afterwards, they will be asked to COMPETE
give (7) Л?оц hQW hard they found the games to play and what FEED
their (8) ... state was at the time. EMOTION
As a result of the (9 ) ... gathered, it may be possible to create INFORM
special (10)... for crews on future missions. SOFT
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Task 2

For items 11—20, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. Use from three to 
five words. The number o f words you should put in the gap is specified in each case. 
Do NOT use contracted forms. There is an example at the beginning.
Example: 0. “Let’s go to the cinema on Sunday,” said Ann. 

wanted
Ann____________________to the cinema on Sunday. (4 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

0 wanted us to go

11.1 am totally convinced that you will pass the exam.
CHANCE
In my opinion, there__________________your failing the exam. (4 words)

12. Not many people came to the wedding.
NUMBER
Only_________________ people came to the wedding. (4 words)

13.1 do not have any money left.
RUN _
I _________________ money. (4 words)

14. The play was shorter than we had expected.
LAST ^
The play did not_________________ we had expected. (4 words)

15.1 could not concentrate fully because of the noise coming from the next room. 
HARD
The noise coming from the next room_____________ to concentrate fully. (3 words)

16. The twins described their experience to me in detail.
DESCRIPTION
The twins gave______________________ their experience. (5 words)

17. You can go to the cinema but you must get a taxi home afterwards.
LONG
You can go to the c i n e m a __________________a taxi home afterwards. (5
words)

8



18. The flooding led to the road being closed.
RESULT
The road had to —________________ of the flooding. (5 words)

19. That contestant did not succeed in getting to the final round of the quiz show.
TO
That contestant did not______' ____to the final round of the quiz show. (3 words)

20. Carol would rather not come to the beach with us today.
FEEL
Carol________ _____________ to the beach with us today. (5 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Максимум за работу -  45 баллов
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 9-11 КЛАССЫ

LISTENING
Time: 15 minutes 
Maximum points -  10 points

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3

For items 1-10 listen to an interview with the astronaut Charles Duke, who is talking 
about his trip to the moon, and decide whether the statements 1-10 are TRUE 
according to the text you hear, or FALSE, or the information on the statement is NOT 
STATED in the text. You will hear the text twice.

1. As a child, Charles showed no particular interest in space travel.
(') True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

2. Charles started his career in the Air Force as a pilot.
()  True
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

3. The hardest part of the training for Charles was endlessly practising the lunar 
landing.
(si) True 
()  False 
()  Not Stated

4. The interviewer is pretty sure Charles sailed through his training.
( )  True
()  False 
(v) Not Stated

5. When he first found out he was going to the moon, Charles was exhilarated.
()  True
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

1
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6. Charles had to stop doing all sports.
( )  True
(\) False 
()  Not Stated

7. During the process of landing, the crew panicked since they couldn’t find a landing 
spot because of the dust.
( )  True 
(y) False 
()  Not Stated

8. After landing, the crew had to rest for 6 hours before going out onto the moon 
surface.
( )  True 
( )  False 
(v) Not Stated

9. The loneliness of the moonscape made the greatest impact on Charles.
(V) True
( )  False 
()  Not Stated

10. He didn’t return after the mission empty-handed, since Charles fetched a physical 
lunar souvenir.
(/) True 
( )  False 
( )  Not Stated

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы
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Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -  15 points

Read a BBC article and answer questions.

Profile: Yuri Gagarin
By Paul Rincon and Katia Moskvitch 
Science reporters, BBC News

On 12 April 1961, manned space travel escaped the pages of fanciful fiction and 
arrived blazing into the here-and-now.
The first space flight was a triumph for the Soviet Union and a political and 
diplomatic setback for the US. But Yuri Gagarin was an instant history-maker whose 
achievement transcended the politics of the time.
He was bom in the village of Klushino, outside Moscow; his father was a carpenter, 
while his mother worked as a milkmaid. His family, like many others, had suffered at 
the hands of the Nazis in World War II. During the German occupation, the Gagarins 
were forced out of their home and had to live in a tiny "mud hut" nearby. Yuri's 
brother Valentin and his sister Zoya were deported to labour camps in Poland.
When the future cosmonaut was just 13, he moved with his family to the city of 
Gzhatsk. His father dismantled the house in Klushino, moved it to the city and rebuilt 
it there. Friends and family remember a fun-loving boy, fond of pranks, but also keen 
on his studies. Yelena Kozlova taught Gagarin botany while the future cosmonaut 
was at school in the city. Now 91, she recalls that Yuri's favourite subjects were 
maths and physics: "No-one was able to resist his smile! And girls always liked him, 
too," she explained.
Gagarin initially graduated from trade school as a foundryman. But he later chose to 
pursue his studies, enrolling for a technical degree at the Saratov Technical College. 
While studying here, Gagarin leamt to fly with the local "aero club".
"When he was a student at the Saratov Technical College, he didn't have much 
money, and to make some extra cash he had to work part-time as a dock labourer on 
the Volga River - and he used the money to buy presents for his family," his niece 
Tamara Filatova told BBC News.
In 1955, Yuri Gagarin entered the Orenburg Pilot School, and upon graduation joined 
the Soviet Air Force as a lieutenant. It was here that he met his wife, Valentina, a 
graduate of the Orenburg Medical School. Soon after the couple married, Gagarin 
began a tour of duty as a fighter pilot.
In 1960, Gagarin - along with 19 others - was selected as a candidate for the Soviet 
space programme. "Gagarin was a very clever young man. He was head and 
shoulders above all the other cosmonauts," says Reg Tumill, the BBC's aerospace

READING
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correspondent from 1958-1975. "Не was so quick to learn and had such an easy 
personality that he was very popular among the top brass, because he could be relied 
on to play ball and not to give away any secrets."
The pool of 19 was eventually whittled down to two: Gagarin and fellow test pilot 
Gherman Titov. Some have suggested that Gagarin's relatively humble background 
may have given him the edge over Titov.
On the morning of 12 April 1961, the 27-year-old Gagarin blasted off atop a 30m- 
high rocket from the Tyuratam Missile Range (now Baikonur Cosmodrome).
'Here we go'
The story goes that Gagarin yelled "poyekhali" ("here we go") as his rocket blasted 
off from Earth. For many, the line embodied the impatience of all those who had for 
decades dreamed of exploring space. During the historic 108-minute orbital flight, 
Gagarin was able to consume food through squeeze tubes and kept mission control 
updated on his condition using a high-frequency radio and a telegraph key.
The mission came perilously close to disaster. During re-entry, cables linking the 
spacecraft's descent module to the service module failed to separate. This caused 
violent shaking during the fiery re-entry through the Earth's atmosphere.
Gagarin baled out before his capsule hit the ground and parachuted to a safe landing 
near the Volga River. He was subsequently bestowed the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union by the USSR's leader Nikita Khrushchev. Overnight, Gagarin achieved 
international renown. He toured the world in style, signed autographs, rubbed 
shoulders with world leaders and once happened to kiss the Italian film star Gina 
Lollobrigida.
Final flight
On 28 March 1968, Gagarin was killed on a routine training flight. He was 34 years 
old. His MiG-15UTI went into a dive and crashed into forest near the town of 
Kirzach, north-east of Moscow. Gagarin's co-pilot Vladimir Seregin was also killed. 
The cause of the crash is unknown, and many conspiracy theories have grown up in 
the intervening years. Among the more credible theories is that proposed by fellow 
cosmonaut Alexey Leonov, who believes that a Sukhoi jet -  flying below its 
minimum altitude -  passed within metres of Gagarin's plane. This triggered 
turbulence which sent the MiG into a spin from which it did not recover. 
Alternatively, a cabin air vent may have been left open by the crew or a previous pilot 
and this may have led to oxygen deprivation and an inability to control the aircraft. 
Whatever the cause of the crash, since Gagarin's epochal flight in 1961, more than 
500 people have flown in space. They all follow in the footsteps of the slight young 
man from Klushino who took a leap into the unknown some 60 years ago.

For questions 1-8, choose option TRUE if  the statement agrees with the information 
given in the text; FALSE i f  the statement contradicts the information given in the text 
or i f  there is no information given in the text.
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1. The first space flight brought Gagarin global fame in no time.
(f) True
( )  False

2. The Gagarins moved to Gzhatsk as they didn’t want to live in their house any 
longer after it had been dishonoured by the Nazi occupation.
( )  True 
(J) False

3. Yuri Gagarin learned to fly a plane at the Saratov Technical College.
1$ True
(v) False

4. He met his wife after his graduation from the Orenburg Pilot School.
(f) True
()  False

5. It is common knowledge that Yuri Gagarin’s social origin got him a head start over 
the other candidates for the Soviet space programme.
()  True 
(\) False

6. The first space flight took less than two hours.
(\) True
()  False

7. Gagarin’s capsule landed safely near the Volga River.
( )  True
(V) False

8. Gagarin died in an air crash when his plane collided with another one.
( )  True
(*) False

Choose option which best fits according to the text.

9. What are we told about the family of Yuri Gagarin in the second paragraph?
()  There were three children in the family in the time of World War II.
( )  Yuri’s siblings grew up in Poland.
()  The Gagarins were forced out of Klushino by the Nazi invaders.
(\j) Gagarin was not a native of Moscow.
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10. Yuri’s school teacher says that he...
( )  used to play tricks on his friends.
(v/) loved technical disciplines at school.
( )  used to smile a lot.
( ) was keen on botany.

11. Reg Tumill remembers that Yuri Gagarin was...
( )  taller than the other cosmonauts.
()  good at playing ball games.
()  not secretive.
(J) favoured by senior ranks.

12. Gagarin’s “poyekhali” (“here we go”)
(/) reflects the aspiration to explore space.
( )  was the signal to launch the rocket.
( )  was translated into many languages.
( )  was broadcast live.

13. Which one of the listed activities did Gagarin not do during his flight?
( ) reporting his state of health to the control centre
()  maintaining radio contact with the earth 
( )  eating
(/) controlling his flight

14. Which one of the listed events CANNOT be regarded as a LOGICAL follow-up 
of the first orbit flight?
()  Gagarin was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.
(\) Gagarin kissed Gina Lollobrigida.
()  Gagarin became world-famous.
()  Gagarin met the diplomatic establishment as part of his world tour.

15. Which one of the following statements is true according to the text?
(V) The cause of the crash of Gagarin’s plane is still not clear.
( )  It has been proved that a previous pilot had left the cabin air vent open.
( ) Alexey Leonov has evidence that another plane caused turbulence which sent 
Gagarin’s plane into a deadly spin.
( )  Vladimir Seregin was the only one who survived the crash.
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USE OF ENGLISH

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Time: 25 minutes 
Maximum points -  20 points

Task 1

For items 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end o f each 
line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
beginning (0).

Example:______
0 I BOREDOM

Games in Space

For astronauts on long missions into space, (0 ) ... can be a 
real problem.

BORE

In order to help the astronauts, (lfVlV and doctors need to find 
out what this feels like.

SCIENCE

As part of the (2)KC.programme, six volunteers will be locked 
away for 520 days to see what effect this has on their mind and

SEARCH

body. During their time in (3) v.c.L̂ ffie Volunteers will be able to 
communicate with their controllers, but only in a way that 
replicates the astronauts’ experience. For example, the further

ISOLATE

away from 'Earth’ they get, the longer the delay in the signal, so 
they will be (4)'v’.Vftb nave a conversation in real time.

ABLE

As part of the experiment, the volunteers will be allowed to 
play computer games. There will be a (5) Cl.^ot solo games

MIX

and (6)^?I^gamesCavailab 1 e. Afterwards, they will be asked to COMPETE
give ( l ) . i i  bkfiowhard they found the games to play and what FEED
their (8)̂ .n.T ^ e % a s  at the time. EMOTION
As a result of the (9) L^§affierea, it may be possible to create INFORM
special (10) ff/fer crews on future missions. SOFT
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Task 2

For items 11-20, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. Use from three to 
five words. The number o f words you should put in the gap is specified in each case. 
Do NOT use contracted forms. There is an example at the beginning.
Example: 0. “Let’s go to the cinema on Sunday,” said Ann. 

wanted
Ann____________________to the cinema on Sunday. (4 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

0 wanted us to go

И . I am totally convinced that you will pass the exam.
CHANCE
In my opinion, there_________________ your failing the exam. (4 words)

12. Not many people came to the wedding.
NUMBER
Only__________________people came to the wedding. (4 words)

13.1 do not have any money left.
RUN
I _________________ money. (4 words)

14. The play was shorter than we had expected.
LAST
The play did not__________________we had expected. (4 words)

15.1 could not concentrate fully because of the noise coming from the next room. 
HARD
The noise coming from the next room_____________ to concentrate fully. (3 words)

16. The twins described their experience to me in detail.
DESCRIPTION
The twins gave______________________ their experience. (5 words)

17. You can go to the cinema but you must get a taxi home afterwards.
LONG
You can go to the cinema_______________________ a taxi home afterwards. (5
words)

8
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18. The flooding led to the road being closed.
RESULT
The road had to ______________________ of the flooding. (5 words)

19. That contestant did not succeed in getting to the final round of the quiz show.
TO
That contestant did not_____________ to the final round of the quiz show. (3 words)

20. Carol would rather not come to the beach with us today.
FEEL
Carol______________________ to the beach with us today. (5 words)

Максимум за работу -  45 баллов
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 7-8 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  7

How do British people recognize a Russian speaker o f English? Listen to a dialogue 
between a Russian student and a British teacher and find it out.
Then complete the sentences by using a word from the text. Mind your spelling. You 
will hear the text twice.
Прослушайте аудиофайл: httys://staterad. or2/download/226994. mp3

1. When we presevi-t ideas to students, we should be very clear, so that they 
understand.
2. iVci/Lwe speakers of English talk to each other in a different way.
3. There are certain cl^prc_£»\ov\s that creep into your English.
4. Also, when not native speakers conduct £ov\aJ QMjbetween themselves, they 
use English otherwise.
5. For Ayig.-Uxn.cjQ , don’t expect the English to use your name in conversation.
6. There are some obvious problems that come from English с^а.кг>ппа,г
7. English people seem rude in the way they кД e гпчЯ each other.

4 €
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Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 1

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8  классы

Task 1

Read the text below and mark the facts as True or False.

Russians call it the Mendeleev periodic table, while in other countries people drop the 
name of the Russian chemist Dmitry Mendeleev -  the scientist who came up with the 
concept that atomic weights of elements largely predetermine their physical and 
chemical properties. In the anticipation of an anniversary of this discovery (1869- 
1870), we decided to find out more interesting facts from the director of the Joint 
Institute of Nuclear Research, who kindly agreed to answer our questions.
Can you tell us about the history of this discovery and its importance nowadays?
It’s amazing but Mendeleev based his classification on 63 elements only, of which 
just 48 had atomic weights precisely determined at that time. Others had not been 
studied thoroughly. His first table was put on a sheet of paper with some gaps for 
unknown elements and he corrected the atomic weights for the elements which he 
thought were incorrect. All the missing elements were discovered later and all the 
atomic weights he thought wrong proved to be as he predicted! Now we are working 
on discovering the 119th of the Mendeleev table and there seems to be no limit. One 
of the elements discovered recently is named after Mendeleev.
Were there any attempts to classify elements before and after his discovery?
Yes, just a few. The earliest was based on two large groups of acid-forming and base
forming elements. However, this broad classification proved inadequate. The second 
made a distinction between metals and non-metals. But it turned out to be 
inconsistent. The German chemist Lothar Meyer put forward similar proposals 
shortly after Mendeleev, but criticized Mendeleev’s predictions of incorrect atomic 
weights of some elements.
Can the Mendeleev periodic table be regarded as a law of nature?
No one can deny that. It has been verified many times decades after Mendeleev’s 
death in 1907. Now it’s as valuable as the work of Copernicus in astronomy or 
Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Was Mendeleev nominated for a Nobel prize?
Yes, three times -  in 1905, 1906, 1907. Unfortunately, he failed to get a prize due to 
the long time that had passed since his discovery and the time when Nobel prizes 
were first introduced in 1901.
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1. 1901 -  Mendeleev died 
()  True
(j) False

2. 118 -  the current number of elements in the periodic table 
('O True
( )  False

3. 1917 -  the second time Mendeleev was nominated for the Nobel Prize 
()  True

False

4. 1903 -  Nobel prizes were first introduced 
()  True
(i) False

5. 3 -  nominations of the scientist for the Nobel prize 
([) True
()  False

Task 2

For questions (1-6), read the following text and then choose from the list given below 
the best phrase to fill each o f the numbered spaces. Each correct phrase may only be 
used once. Some o f the suggested answers do not fit at all.

There is an example for you (0).

A Good Night
Sleeping less than six and a half hours a night is not good for you, warned the 
American National Sleep Foundation recently. With supreme irony, the warning 
came just as people in the US, in the interests of daylight saving, were about to put
their clocks forward one hour, (0 )_______. The Foundation’s latest research shows
that eight hours’ sleep is optimal for good health. The problem is that these days, 
some people seem to regard sleep as slothful and unproductive, a view encouraged by
innovations like the Internet, (1)_______long after other sources of information are
inactive. Actually, one could go further back in time and blame the invention of the
light bulb, (2)_______ . People slept on average nine hours a night before the arrival
of electricity, (3) _______ . For sleep is not equivalent to switching off your
computer. In sleep important things still happen, things (4 )_______ . Sleep reduces
the body’s metabolic rate by up to 20 per cent, representing a great saving in energy, 
and the amount of oxygen (5 )_______ also falls dramatically, as does our body
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temperature to a lesser extent. And during sleep the body releases growth hormone,
(6) _________ •

Example:

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

which always deprives them 
of some sleep

V____________ _____________ J

1
wVucV оЛ-VovOc, vaJavS, unl\

which is clearly not enough for the 
average person

2vjV\cW
<\c\_>rV-WLSS

which probably means they were a 
good deal happier

3\jJW\(-V\. O&O-fcl-M. fYUd-nS 
w t i t  a  &oodl аеоЛ-WxppUr .

which is why children need plenty of 
sleep

4 voW\lW оле. -4 о
a n d  COKStrVtvi -̂

which can even lead to major 
disasters
which allows users unlimited access

6(^AacVv \S  tVvxY oWavu
П£АС?1 f>lXfv4v̂  SU*4°

which we use in the first part of the 
night
which we need in order to fall asleep

which effectively eliminated darkness

which are thought to be restorative 
and conserving

/ A
0

V_______ J

\\b
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Part 3
Use of English

Time: 40 minutes 
Maximum points -  56

Task 1

Put each verb in brackets (1-30) into a suitable verb form. (0) -  is done for you as an 
example.

The Unfortunate Tandem
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him
(0)_ were cycling__(to cycle) through Holland. As the roads (1) w t c t  (to be)
stony, Harris (2) gj ItjlcL (to ask) his wife to sit tight. She (3) cotUri Hrt (not/ can) 
explain later why she (4) ju ^ i/to think) her husband (5)hr. A orieteXto order) her 
to jump down. And she did so. Harris (6) (to go on) without turning his
head. He (7) U  i\g vi( (to believe) his wife (8) за A- (to sit) behind him.
Mrs Harris (9) e'Hni f  jn4(to find) herself on the road alone.
At first she (10) -KMODoit (to suppose) her husband (11) (to want) simply to
show his skill and he (12) ig lared  (to return) soon when he (13) teacV (to reach) 
the hill. But her husband (14) ditafoeuafto disappear) in the wood.
She (15) biacLn (to begin) to cry as she (16) WaA (to have) no money, and she 
(17)_______ (not know) Dutch.
People (18) и  (to think) she (19) Vyod 1 c9i (to lose) something so they
(20) )  (to take) her to the police station.
Meanwhile, Harris (21) um  c y lW to  cycle) with great pleasure. But soon he 
(22) (to feel) wrong. He (^3)Ux?Mkdc(to look back) but (24) gam  (to
see) nobody there.
While thinking how to find his wife he (25) (to meet) some local people.
They (26) scorc-cj (to be sure) he (27) 4^u-nAerl(to find) his wife at the police 
station. There he (28).ьлЯ? cuM  (to ask) when, where and why he (29) 1 о sc (to 
lose) his wife.
The meeting of Mr Harris and his wife (30) votx  ̂ (to be) not a tender one.
Be careful on the roads!

Example:
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him 0 ____(to
cycle) through Holland, 
were cycling

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы
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Task 2
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Match each group o f adjectives with a suitable noun. 
There is an example for you.
Example:

a difficult/an exciting/a huge — ^ challenge
complete/firm/wide — support
lasting/wide-spread/minor x ----_------------ language
first/everyday/body , opportunity
wonderful/wasted/ideal love
effective/interview/traditionaj^^^^r' technique
latest/pirate/live ------ damage
deep/true/platonie^ recording

Task3

For 8 sentences in the left column find suitable endings from the right column. There 
is an example for you.

Example:

I think we should send for 
an ambulance

to take old Mrs Jones to hospital.

Some people go jogging every 
morning

to have that bad tooth of yours 
taken out.

It would be a good idea for you to go 
to the dentist’s

to check whether it had recovered 
from its accident.

The doctor gave Andy an injection to put on my sunburnt arms and 
legs.

I’m going into hospital tomorrow to get rid of her headache.
We took the cat to the vet to reduce the pain and help him 

sleep.
Susan took two aspirins to take to the chemist’s.
The doctor gave Helen a prescription to keep fit, or to lose some weight.
I bought some special cream to have an operation on my foot.
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Task 4

Do you know Great Britain?
Decide if the following statements about Britain are true or false.

> Britain has several active volcanoes.
()  True
(У) False

> The Romans brought the skills of reading and writing to Britain.
(/) True
()  False

> A true Cockney is anybody bom in the East End of London.
( )  True
(v) False

> Big Ben is the official name of the clock tower of the Houses of Parliament in 
Westminster.
(v) True 
( )  False

> In Shakespeare’s time there were no actresses, all female parts were played by 
boys.

True 
()  False

> ‘Bank’ holidays are called so because these are the days on which banks are 
legally closed.
()  True 
(\) False

> The Queen is not allowed to take part in political activity.
(n|) True
()  False

> British public schools are free of charge.
True 

( )  False

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8  классы
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> Yorkshire pudding is usually eaten as a desert like other puddings.
True 

( )  False

> The Queen’s official limousines are the only cars in Britain to have no number 
plates.
()  True 
(ty False

Максимум за работу -  74 балла
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 9-11 КЛАССЫ

LISTENING
Time: 15 minutes 
Maximum points -  10 points

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3

For items 1-10 listen to an interview with the astronaut Charles Duke, who is talking 
about his trip to the moon, and decide whether the statements 1—10 are TRUE 
according to the text you hear, or FALSE, or the information on the statement is NOT 
STATED in the text. You will hear the text twice.

1. As a child, Charles showed no particular interest in space travel.
(x/) True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

2. Charles started his career in the Air Force as a pilot.
(У) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

3. The hardest part of the training for Charles was endlessly practising the lunar 
landing.
(2) True 
( )  False 
()  Not Stated

4. The interviewer is pretty sure Charles sailed through his training.
( )  True
()  False 
(2) Not Stated

5. When he first found out he was going to the moon, Charles was exhilarated.
( )  True
()  False 
(Д Not Stated

1
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6. Charles had to stop doing all sports.
()  True
(v) False 
( )  Not Stated

7. During the process of landing, the crew panicked since they couldn’t find a landing 
spot because of the dust.
( )  True 
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

8. After landing, the crew had to rest for 6 hours before going out onto the moon 
surface.
( )  True 
(y) False 
( )  Not Stated

9. The loneliness of the moonscape made the greatest impact on Charles.
{J) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

10. He didn’t return after the mission empty-handed, since Charles fetched a physical 
lunar souvenir.
(J) True 
( )  False 
( )  Not Stated
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READING
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Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -  15 points

Read a BBC article and answer questions.

Profile: Yuri Gagarin
By Paul Rincon and Katia Moskvitch 
Science reporters, BBC News

On 12 April 1961, manned space travel escaped the pages of fanciful fiction and 
arrived blazing into the here-and-now.
The first space flight was a triumph for the Soviet Union and a political and 
diplomatic setback for the US. But Yuri Gagarin was an instant history-maker whose 
achievement transcended the politics of the time.
He was bom in the village of Klushino, outside Moscow; his father was a carpenter, 
while his mother worked as a milkmaid. His family, like many others, had suffered at 
the hands of the Nazis in World War II. During the German occupation, the Gagarins 
were forced out of their home and had to live in a tiny "mud hut" nearby. Yuri's 
brother Valentin and his sister Zoya were deported to labour camps in Poland.
When the future cosmonaut was just 13, he moved with his family to the city of 
Gzhatsk. His father dismantled the house in Klushino, moved it to the city and rebuilt 
it there. Friends and family remember a fun-loving boy, fond of pranks, but also keen 
on his studies. Yelena Kozlova taught Gagarin botany while the future cosmonaut 
was at school in the city. Now 91, she recalls that Yuri's favourite subjects were 
maths and physics: "No-one was able to resist his smile! And girls always liked him, 
too," she explained.
Gagarin initially graduated from trade school as a foundryman. But he later chose to 
pursue his studies, enrolling for a technical degree at the Saratov Technical College. 
While studying here, Gagarin leamt to fly with the local "aero club".
"When he was a student at the Saratov Technical College, he didn't have much 
money, and to make some extra cash he had to work part-time as a dock labourer on 
the Volga River - and he used the money to buy presents for his family," his niece 
Tamara Filatova told BBC News.
In 1955, Yuri Gagarin entered the Orenburg Pilot School, and upon graduation joined 
the Soviet Air Force as a lieutenant. It was here that he met his wife, Valentina, a 
graduate of the Orenburg Medical School. Soon after the couple married, Gagarin 
began a tour of duty as a fighter pilot.
In 1960, Gagarin - along with 19 others - was selected as a candidate for the Soviet 
space programme. "Gagarin was a very clever young man. He was head and 
shoulders above all the other cosmonauts," says Reg Tumill, the BBC's aerospace
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correspondent from 1958-1975. "Не was so quick to learn and had such an easy 
personality that he was very popular among the top brass, because he could be relied 
on to play ball and not to give away any secrets."
The pool of 19 was eventually whittled down to two: Gagarin and fellow test pilot 
Gherman Titov. Some have suggested that Gagarin's relatively humble background 
may have given him the edge over Titov.
On the morning of 12 April 1961, the 27-year-old Gagarin blasted off atop a 30m- 
high rocket from the Tyuratam Missile Range (now Baikonur Cosmodrome).
'Here we go'
The story goes that Gagarin yelled "poyekhali" ("here we go") as his rocket blasted 
off from Earth. For many, the line embodied the impatience of all those who had for 
decades dreamed of exploring space. During the historic 108-minute orbital flight, 
Gagarin was able to consume food through squeeze tubes and kept mission control 
updated on his condition using a high-frequency radio and a telegraph key.
The mission came perilously close to disaster. During re-entry, cables linking the 
spacecraft's descent module to the service module failed to separate. This caused 
violent shaking during the fiery re-entry through the Earth's atmosphere.
Gagarin baled out before his capsule hit the ground and parachuted to a safe landing 
near the Volga River. He was subsequently bestowed the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union by the USSR's leader Nikita Khrushchev. Overnight, Gagarin achieved 
international renown. He toured the world in style, signed autographs, rubbed 
shoulders with world leaders and once happened to kiss the Italian film star Gina 
Lollobrigida.
Final flight
On 28 March 1968, Gagarin was killed on a routine training flight. He was 34 years 
old. His MiG-15UTI went into a dive and crashed into forest near the town of 
Kirzach, north-east of Moscow. Gagarin's co-pilot Vladimir Seregin was also killed. 
The cause of the crash is unknown, and many conspiracy theories have grown up in 
the intervening years. Among the more credible theories is that proposed by fellow 
cosmonaut Alexey Leonov, who believes that a Sukhoi jet -  flying below its 
minimum altitude -  passed within metres of Gagarin's plane. This triggered 
turbulence which sent the MiG into a spin from which it did not recover. 
Alternatively, a cabin air vent may have been left open by the crew or a previous pilot 
and this may have led to oxygen deprivation and an inability to control the aircraft. 
Whatever the cause of the crash, since Gagarin's epochal flight in 1961, more than 
500 people have flown in space. They all follow in the footsteps of the slight young 
man from Klushino who took a leap into the unknown some 60 years ago.

For questions 1-8, choose option TRUE if  the statement agrees with the information 
given in the text; FALSE i f  the statement contradicts the information given in the text 
or i f  there is no information given in the text.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы
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1. The first space flight brought Gagarin global fame in no time.
(v) True
()  False

2. The Gagarins moved to Gzhatsk as they didn’t want to live in their house any 
longer after it had been dishonoured by the Nazi occupation.
(у) True 
( )  False

3. Yuri Gagarin learned to fly a plane at the Saratov Technical College.
( )  True
(v) False

4. He met his wife after his graduation from the Orenburg Pilot School.
( )  True

False

5. It is common knowledge that Yuri Gagarin’s social origin got him a head start over 
the other candidates for the Soviet space programme.
()  True 
(v) False

6. The first space flight took less than two hours.
(/) True
()  False

7. Gagarin’s capsule landed safely near the Volga River.
(J) True
()  False

8. Gagarin died in an air crash when his plane collided with another one.
(>/) True
()  False

Choose option which best jits according to the text.

9. What are we told about the family of Yuri Gagarin in the second paragraph?
()  There were three children in the family in the time of World War II.
( )  Yuri’s siblings grew up in Poland.
()  The Gagarins were forced out of Klushino by the Nazi invaders.
(j) Gagarin was not a native of Moscow.
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10. Yuri’s school teacher says that he...
( )  used to play tricks on his friends.
(\) loved technical disciplines at school.
( )  u sed  to sm ile  a  lot.
( )  w a s  k e en  on b o ta n y .

11. Reg Tumill remembers that Yuri Gagarin was...
( ) taller than the other cosmonauts.
( ) good at playing ball games.
(\) not secretive.
( ) favoured by senior ranks.

12. Gagarin’s “poyekhali” (“here we go”)
()  reflects the aspiration to explore space.
(V) w a s the sig n a l to lau n ch  the ro cket.

( )  was translated into many languages.
( )  was broadcast live.

13. Which one of the listed activities did Gagarin not do during his flight?
()  reporting his state of health to the control centre
()  maintaining radio contact with the earth 
( ) eating
(\) controlling his flight

14. Which one of the listed events CANNOT be regarded as a LOGICAL follow-up 
of the first orbit flight?
()  Gagarin was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.
(V) Gagarin kissed Gina Lollobrigida.
( )  Gagarin became world-famous.
( )  Gagarin met the diplomatic establishment as part of his world tour.

15. Which one of the following statements is true according to the text?
(,/) The cause of the crash of Gagarin’s plane is still not clear.
( )  It has been proved that a previous pilot had left the cabin air vent open.
( ) Alexey Leonov has evidence that another plane caused turbulence which sent 
Gagarin’s plane into a deadly spin.
( )  Vladimir Seregin was the only one who survived the crash.
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USE OF ENGLISH
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Time: 25 minutes 
Maximum points -  20 points

Task 1

For items 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end o f each 
line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
beginning (0).

Example:______
0 I BOREDOM

Games in Space

For astronauts on long missions into space, (0) ... can be a 
real problem.

BORE

In order to help the astronauts, (1 ) ... and doctors need to find 
out what this feels like.

SCIENCE

As part of the (2) ... programme, six volunteers will be locked 
away for 520 days to see what effect this has on their mind and

SEARCH

body. During their time in (3) . . . ,  the volunteers will be able to 
communicate with their controllers, but only in a way that 
replicates the astronauts’ experience. For example, the further

ISOLATE

away from 'Earth’ they get, the longer the delay in the signal, so 
they will be (4) ... to have a conversation in real time.

ABLE
\̂ w<xVA'i

As part of the experiment, the volunteers will be allowed to 
play computer games. There will be a (5 )... of solo games

MIX

and (6 ) ... games available. Afterwards, they will be asked to COMPETE
give (7) ... on how hard they found the games to play and what FEED
their (8) ... state was at the time. EMOTION
As a result of the (9 ) ... gathered, it may be possible to create INFORM
special (10)... for crews on future missions. SOFT
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Task 2

For items 11-20, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. Use from three to 
five words. The number o f words you should put in the gap is specified in each case. 
Do NOT use contracted forms. There is an example at the beginning.
Example: 0. “Let’s go to the cinema on Sunday,” said Ann. 

wanted
Ann____________________to the cinema on Sunday. (4 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

0 wanted us to go

11.1 am totally convinced that you will pass the exam.
CHANCE
In my opinion, there_______ ~ ________ your failing the exam. (4 words)

12. Not many people came to the wedding.
NUMBER
Only_______21________ people came to the wedding. (4 words)

13.1 do not have any money left.
RUN
I ________ ~________money. (4 words)

14. The play was shorter than we had expected.
LAST
The play did not_______ ~ ________ we had expected. (4 words)

15.1 could not concentrate fully because of the noise coming from the next room. 
HARD
The noise coming from the next room____2Z_______ to concentrate fully. (3 words)

16. The twins described their experience to me in detail.
DESCRIPTION
The twins gave________ ~ ____________ their experience. (5 words)

17. You can go to the cinema but you must get a taxi home afterwards.
LONG
You can go to the cinema________ ^ _____________ a taxi home afterwards. (5
words)
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18. The flooding led to the road being closed.
RESULT
The road had to ________ _____________ °f the flooding. (5 words)

19. That contestant did not succeed in getting to the final round of the quiz show.
TO
That contestant did not_____________ to the final round of the quiz show. (3 words)

20. Carol would rather not come to the beach with us today.
FEEL
Carol_________ 21___________ to the beach with us today. (5 words)

Максимум за работу -  45 баллов
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 9-11 КЛАССЫ

LISTENING
Time: 15 minutes 
Maximum points -  10 points

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3

For items 1-10 listen to an interview with the astronaut Charles Duke, who is talking 
about his trip to the moon, and decide whether the statements 1-10 are TRUE 
according to the text you hear, or FALSE, or the information on the statement is NOT 
STATED in the text. You will hear the text twice.

1 - As a child, Charles showed no particular interest in space travel.
('. ) True 
(v^False 
( )  Not Stated

2. Charles started his career in the Air Force as a pilot.
()  True
(*/) False 
()  Not Stated

3. The hardest part of the training for Charles was endlessly practising the lunar 
landing.

True 
()  False 
()  Not Stated

4. The interviewer is pretty sure Charles sailed through his training.
()  True
()  False 
(y f̂Not Stated

5. When he first found out he was going to the moon, Charles was exhilarated.
()  True
^  False 
()  Not Stated

1
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6. Charles had to stop doing all sports.
( )  True
(\/ False 
( )  Not Stated

7. During the process of landing, the crew panicked since they couldn’t find a landing 
spot because of the dust.
( )  True 

False
()  Not Stated

8. After landing, the crew had to rest for 6 hours before going out onto the moon 
surface.
( )  True 
( )  False 
(J) Not Stated

9. The loneliness of the moonscape made the greatest impact on Charles.
^  True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

10. He didn’t return after the mission empty-handed, since Charles fetched a physical 
lunar souvenir.

True 
( )  False 
( )  Not Stated
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READING

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -  15 points

Read a BBC article and answer questions.

Profile: Yuri Gagarin
By Paul Rincon and Katia Moskvitch 
Science reporters, BBC News

On 12 April 1961, manned space travel escaped the pages of fanciful fiction and 
arrived blazing into the here-and-now.
The first space flight was a triumph for the Soviet Union and a political and 
diplomatic setback for the US. But Yuri Gagarin was an instant history-maker whose 
achievement transcended the politics of the time.
He was bom in the village of Klushino, outside Moscow; his father was a carpenter, 
while his mother worked as a milkmaid. His family, like many others, had suffered at 
the hands of the Nazis in World War II. During the German occupation, the Gagarins 
were forced out of their home and had to live in a tiny "mud hut" nearby. Yuri's 
brother Valentin and his sister Zoya were deported to labour camps in Poland.
When the future cosmonaut was just 13, he moved with his family to the city of 
Gzhatsk. His father dismantled the house in Klushino, moved it to the city and rebuilt 
it there. Friends and family remember a fun-loving boy, fond of pranks, but also keen 
on his studies. Yelena Kozlova taught Gagarin botany while the future cosmonaut 
was at school in the city. Now 91, she recalls that Yuri's favourite subjects were 
maths and physics: "No-one was able to resist his smile! And girls always liked him, 
too," she explained.
Gagarin initially graduated from trade school as a foundryman. But he later chose to 
pursue his studies, enrolling for a technical degree at the Saratov Technical College. 
While studying here, Gagarin leamt to fly with the local "aero club".
"When he was a student at the Saratov Technical College, he didn't have much 
money, and to make some extra cash he had to work part-time as a dock labourer on 
the Volga River - and he used the money to buy presents for his family," his niece 
Tamara Filatova told BBC News.
In 1955, Yuri Gagarin entered the Orenburg Pilot School, and upon graduation joined 
the Soviet Air Force as a lieutenant. It was here that he met his wife, Valentina, a 
graduate of the Orenburg Medical School. Soon after the couple married, Gagarin 
began a tour of duty as a fighter pilot.
In 1960, Gagarin - along with 19 others - was selected as a candidate for the Soviet 
space programme. "Gagarin was a very clever young man. He was head and 
shoulders above all the other cosmonauts," says Reg Tumill, the BBC's aerospace
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correspondent from 1958-1975. "Не was so quick to learn and had such an easy 
personality that he was very popular among the top brass, because he could be relied 
on to play ball and not to give away any secrets."
The pool of 19 was eventually whittled down to two: Gagarin and fellow test pilot 
Gherman Titov. Some have suggested that Gagarin's relatively humble background 
may have given him the edge over Titov.
On the morning of 12 April 1961, the 27-year-old Gagarin blasted off atop a 30m- 
high rocket from the Tyuratam Missile Range (now Baikonur Cosmodrome).
'Here we go'
The story goes that Gagarin yelled "poyekhali" ("here we go") as his rocket blasted 
off from Earth. For many, the line embodied the impatience of all those who had for 
decades dreamed of exploring space. During the historic 108-minute orbital flight, 
Gagarin was able to consume food through squeeze tubes and kept mission control 
updated on his condition using a high-frequency radio and a telegraph key.
The mission came perilously close to disaster. During re-entry, cables linking the 
spacecraft's descent module to the service module failed to separate. This caused 
violent shaking during the fiery re-entry through the Earth's atmosphere.
Gagarin baled out before his capsule hit the ground and parachuted to a safe landing 
near the Volga River. He was subsequently bestowed the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union by the USSR's leader Nikita Khrushchev. Overnight, Gagarin achieved 
international renown. He toured the world in style, signed autographs, rubbed 
shoulders with world leaders and once happened to kiss the Italian film star Gina 
Lollobrigida.
Final flight
On 28 March 1968, Gagarin was killed on a routine training flight. He was 34 years 
old. His MiG-15UTI went into a dive and crashed into forest near the town of 
Kirzach, north-east of Moscow. Gagarin's co-pilot Vladimir Seregin was also killed. 
The cause of the crash is unknown, and many conspiracy theories have grown up in 
the intervening years. Among the more credible theories is that proposed by fellow 
cosmonaut Alexey Leonov, who believes that a Sukhoi jet -  flying below its 
minimum altitude -  passed within metres of Gagarin's plane. This triggered 
turbulence which sent the MiG into a spin from which it did not recover. 
Alternatively, a cabin air vent may have been left open by the crew or a previous pilot 
and this may have led to oxygen deprivation and an inability to control the aircraft. 
Whatever the cause of the crash, since Gagarin's epochal flight in 1961, more than 
500 people have flown in space. They all follow in the footsteps of the slight young 
man from Klushino who took a leap into the unknown some 60 years ago.

For questions 1-8, choose option TRUE if  the statement agrees with the information 
given in the text; FALSE i f  the statement contradicts the information given in the text 
or i f  there is no information given in the text.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

1. The first space flight brought Gagarin global fame in no time.
()  True
(v/False

2. The Gagarins moved to Gzhatsk as they didn’t want to live in their house any 
longer after it had been dishonoured by the Nazi occupation.
()  True 
У'' False

3. Yuri Gagarin learned to fly a plane at the Saratov Technical College.
( )  True
(S/False

4. He met his wife after his graduation from the Orenburg Pilot School.
()  True
yf False

5. It is common knowledge that Yuri Gagarin’s social origin got him a head start over 
the other candidates for the Soviet space programme.
()  True 
^/False

6. The first space flight took less than two hours.
(ч/Тгие
( )  False

7. Gagarin’s capsule landed safely near the Volga River.
( )  True
(\/False

8. Gagarin died in an air crash when his plane collided with another one.
()  True
(v/False

Choose option which best fits according to the text.

9. What are we told about the family of Yuri Gagarin in the second paragraph?
()  There were three children in the family in the time of World War II.
()  Yuri’s siblings grew up in Poland.
()  The Gagarins were forced out of Klushino by the Nazi invaders.
(y'tjagarin was not a native of Moscow.
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020—2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

10. Yuri’s school teacher says that he... 
( )  used to play tricks on his friends.
(\# loved technical disciplines at school.
( )  used to smile a lot.
( )  was keen on botany.

11. Reg Tumill remembers that Yuri Gagarin was... 
()  taller than the other cosmonauts.
()  good at playing ball games.
()  not secretive.
(n/ favoured by senior ranks.

12. Gagarin’s “poyekhali” (“here we go”) 
reflects the aspiration to explore space. 

()  was the signal to launch the rocket.
()  was translated into many languages.
()  was broadcast live.

13. Which one of the listed activities did Gagarin not do during his flight? 
()  reporting his state of health to the control centre 
()  maintaining radio contact with the earth 
()  eating
W controlling his flight

14. Which one of the listed events CANNOT be regarded as a LOGICAL follow-up 
of the first orbit flight?
()  Gagarin was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.

Gagarin kissed Gina Lollobrigida.
()  Gagarin became world-famous.
()  Gagarin met the diplomatic establishment as part of his world tour.

15. Which one of the following statements is true according to the text? 
irf The cause of the crash of Gagarin’s plane is still not clear.
()  It has been proved that a previous pilot had left the cabin air vent open.
( ) Alexey Leonov has evidence that another plane caused turbulence which sent 
Gagarin’s plane into a deadly spin.
( )  Vladimir Seregin was the only one who survived the crash.
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USE OF ENGLISH

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Time: 25 minutes 
Maximum points -  20 points

Task 1

For items 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end o f each 
line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
beginning (0).

Example:______
0 |BOREDOM

Games in Space

For astronauts on long missions into space, (0) ... can be a 
real problem.

BORE

In order to help the astronauts, (1 )... and doctors need to find 
out what this feels like.

SCIENCE
'sc ien tis ts .

As part of the (2) ... programme, six volunteers will be locked 
away for 520 days to see what effect this has on their mind and

SEARCH
V i% m v c h

body. During their time in (3) ... , the volunteers will be able to 
communicate with their controllers, but only in a way that 
replicates the astronauts’ experience. For example, the further

ISOLATE

t e o W io n

away from 'Earth’ they get, the longer the delay in the signal, so 
they will be (4 ) ... to have a conversation in real time.

ABLE

As part of the experiment, the volunteers will be allowed to 
play computer espies. There will be a (5) ... of solo games

MIX
m t w t

and (6 )^ .r̂ aMS'v̂ vai 1 ab 1 e. Afterwards, they will be asked to COMPETE
give (7) ... on how hard they found the games to play and what FEED
their (8) ... state was at the time. EMOTION
As a result of the (9 ) ... gathered, it may be possible to create INFORM
special (10)... for crews on future missions. SOFT
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Task 2

For items 11-20, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. Use from three to 
five words. The number o f words you should put in the gap is specified in each case. 
Do NOT use contracted forms. There is an example at the beginning.
Example: 0. “Let’s go to the cinema on Sunday,” said Ann. 

wanted
Ann____________________to the cinema on Sunday. (4 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

0 wanted us to go

11.1 am totally convinced that you will pass the exam.
CHANCE
In my opinion, there_________________ your failing the exam. (4 words)

12. Not many people came to the wedding.
NUMBER
Only_______—________ people came to the wedding. (4 words)

13.1 do not have any money left.
RUN
I ________ _________money. (4 words)

14. The play was shorter than we had expected.
LAST
The play did not ___________ we had expected. (4 words)

15.1 could not concentrate fully because of the noise coming from the next room. 
HARD
The noise coming from the next room '______ to concentrate fully. (3 words)

16. The twins described their experience to me in detail.
DESCRIPTION
The twins gave_________ ~ __________ their experience. (5 words)

17. You can go to the cinema but you must get a taxi home afterwards.
LONG
You can go to the cinema_________~______________ a taxi home afterwards. (5
words)
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

18. The flooding led to the road being closed.
RESULT
The road had to ______________________ of the flooding. (5 words)

19. That contestant did not succeed in getting to the final round of the quiz show.
TO
That contestant did not_____________ to the final round of the quiz show. (3 words)

20. Carol would rather not come to the beach with us today.
FEEL
Carol______________________ to the beach with us today. (5 words)

Максимум за работу -  45 баллов
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г.

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 9-11 КЛАССЫ

LISTENING
Time: 15 minutes 
Maximum points -  10 points

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statgrad.org/download/230526.mp3

For items 1—10 listen to an interview with the astronaut Charles Duke, who is talking 
about his trip to the moon, and decide whether the statements 1—10 are TRUE 
according to the text you hear, or FALSE, or the information on the statement is NOT 
STATED in the text. You will hear the text twice.

1. As a child, Charles showed no particular interest in space travel.
(V) True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

2. Charles started his career in the Air Force as a pilot.
()  True
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

3. The hardest part of the training for Charles was endlessly practising the lunar 
landing.
()  True 
(v) False 
()  Not Stated

4. The interviewer is pretty sure Charles sailed through his training.
()  True
()  False 
(</) Not Stated

5. When he first found out he was going to the moon, Charles was exhilarated.
()  True
() False 
(У) Not Stated

1
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

6. Charles had to stop doing all sports.
(/) True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

7. During the process of landing, the crew panicked since they couldn’t find a landing 
spot because of the dust.
( )  True 
(v$ False 
()  Not Stated

8. After landing, the crew had to rest for 6 hours before going out onto the moon 
surface.
()  True 
(/) False 
()  Not Stated

9. The loneliness of the moonscape made the greatest impact on Charles.
(v) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

10. He didn’t return after the mission empty-handed, since Charles fetched a physical 
lunar souvenir.
( )  True 

False
()  Not Stated
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READING

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -  15 points

Read a BBC article and answer questions.

Profile: Yuri Gagarin
By Paul Rincon and Katia Moskvitch 
Science reporters, BBC News

On 12 April 1961, manned space travel escaped the pages of fanciful fiction and 
arrived blazing into the here-and-now.
The first space flight was a triumph for the Soviet Union and a political and 
diplomatic setback for the US. But Yuri Gagarin was an instant history-maker whose 
achievement transcended the politics of the time.
He was bom in the village of Klushino, outside Moscow; his father was a carpenter, 
while his mother worked as a milkmaid. His family, like many others, had suffered at 
the hands of the Nazis in World War II. During the German occupation, the Gagarins 
were forced out of their home and had to live in a tiny "mud hut" nearby. Yuri's 
brother Valentin and his sister Zoya were deported to labour camps in Poland.
When the future cosmonaut was just 13, he moved with his family to the city of 
Gzhatsk. His father dismantled the house in Klushino, moved it to the city and rebuilt 
it there. Friends and family remember a fim-loving boy, fond of pranks, but also keen 
on his studies. Yelena Kozlova taught Gagarin botany while the future cosmonaut 
was at school in the city. Now 91, she recalls that Yuri's favourite subjects were 
maths and physics: "No-one was able to resist his smile! And girls always liked him, 
too," she explained.
Gagarin initially graduated from trade school as a foundryman. But he later chose to 
pursue his studies, enrolling for a technical degree at the Saratov Technical College. 
While studying here, Gagarin leamt to fly with the local "aero club".
"When he was a student at the Saratov Technical College, he didn't have much 
money, and to make some extra cash he had to work part-time as a dock labourer on 
the Volga River - and he used the money to buy presents for his family," his niece 
Tamara Filatova told BBC News.
In 1955, Yuri Gagarin entered the Orenburg Pilot School, and upon graduation joined 
the Soviet Air Force as a lieutenant. It was here that he met his wife, Valentina, a 
graduate of the Orenburg Medical School. Soon after the couple married, Gagarin 
began a tour of duty as a fighter pilot.
In 1960, Gagarin - along with 19 others - was selected as a candidate for the Soviet 
space programme. "Gagarin was a very clever young man. He was head and 
shoulders above all the other cosmonauts," says Reg Tumill, the BBC's aerospace
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correspondent from 1958-1975. "Не was so quick to leam and had such an easy 
personality that he was very popular among the top brass, because he could be relied 
on to play ball and not to give away any secrets."
The pool of 19 was eventually whittled down to two: Gagarin and fellow test pilot 
Gherman Titov. Some have suggested that Gagarin's relatively humble background 
may have given him the edge over Titov.
On the morning of 12 April 1961, the 27-year-old Gagarin blasted off atop a 30m- 
high rocket from the Tyuratam Missile Range (now Baikonur Cosmodrome).
'Here we go'
The story goes that Gagarin yelled "poyekhali" ("here we go") as his rocket blasted 
off from Earth. For many, the line embodied the impatience of all those who had for 
decades dreamed of exploring space. During the historic 108-minute orbital flight, 
Gagarin was able to consume food through squeeze tubes and kept mission control 
updated on his condition using a high-frequency radio and a telegraph key.
The mission came perilously close to disaster. During re-entry, cables linking the 
spacecraft's descent module to the service module failed to separate. This caused 
violent shaking during the fiery re-entry through the Earth's atmosphere.
Gagarin baled out before his capsule hit the ground and parachuted to a safe landing 
near the Volga River. He was subsequently bestowed the title of Hero of the Soviet 
Union by the USSR's leader Nikita Khrushchev. Overnight, Gagarin achieved 
international renown. He toured the world in style, signed autographs, rubbed 
shoulders with world leaders and once happened to kiss the Italian film star Gina 
Lollobrigida.
Final flight
On 28 March 1968, Gagarin was killed on a routine training flight. He was 34 years 
old. His MiG-15UTI went into a dive and crashed into forest near the town of 
Kirzach, north-east of Moscow. Gagarin's co-pilot Vladimir Seregin was also killed. 
The cause of the crash is unknown, and many conspiracy theories have grown up in 
the intervening years. Among the more credible theories is that proposed by fellow 
cosmonaut Alexey Leonov, who believes that a Sukhoi jet -  flying below its 
minimum altitude -  passed within metres of Gagarin's plane. This triggered 
turbulence which sent the MiG into a spin from which it did not recover. 
Alternatively, a cabin air vent may have been left open by the crew or a previous pilot 
and this may have led to oxygen deprivation and an inability to control the aircraft. 
Whatever the cause of the crash, since Gagarin's epochal flight in 1961, more than 
500 people have flown in space. They all follow in the footsteps of the slight young 
man from Klushino who took a leap into the unknown some 60 years ago.

For questions 1-8, choose option TRUE if  the statement agrees with the information 
given in the text; FALSE if  the statement contradicts the information given in the text 
or if  there is no information given in the text.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы
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1. The first space flight brought Gagarin global fame in no time.
(/) True
()  False

2. The Gagarins moved to Gzhatsk as they didn’t want to live in their house any 
longer after it had been dishonoured by the Nazi occupation.
(yj True 
( )  False

3. Yuri Gagarin learned to fly a plane at the Saratov Technical College.
( )  True
(Of False

4. He met his wife after his graduation from the Orenburg Pilot School.
( )  True
(y) False

5. It is common knowledge that Yuri Gagarin’s social origin got him a head start over 
the other candidates for the Soviet space programme.
()  True 
(v) False

6. The first space flight took less than two hours.
True

()  False

7. Gagarin’s capsule landed safely near the Volga River.
(*) True
()  False

8. Gagarin died in an air crash when his plane collided with another one.
()  True
(/) False

Choose option which best fits according to the text.

9. What are we told about the family of Yuri Gagarin in the second paragraph?
()  There were three children in the family in the time of World War II.
( )  Yuri’s siblings grew up in Poland.
(0j The Gagarins were forced out of Klushino by the Nazi invaders.
()  Gagarin was not a native of Moscow.
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10. Yuri’s school teacher says that he...
()  used to play tricks on his friends.
(\/) loved technical disciplines at school.
( )  used to smile a lot.
()  was keen on botany.

11. Reg Tumi 11 remembers that Yuri Gagarin was...
()  taller than the other cosmonauts.
( )  good at playing ball games.
(v) not secretive.
( )  favoured by senior ranks.

12. Gagarin’s “poyekhali” (“here we go”)
(/) reflects the aspiration to explore space.
( )  was the signal to launch the rocket.
( )  was translated into many languages.
( )  was broadcast live.

13. Which one of the listed activities did Gagarin not do during his flight?
()  reporting his state of health to the control centre
()  maintaining radio contact with the earth 
(v) eating
()  controlling his flight

14. Which one of the listed events CANNOT be regarded as a LOGICAL follow-up 
of the first orbit flight?
()  Gagarin was awarded the title of Hero of the Soviet Union.
()  Gagarin kissed Gina Lollobrigida.
(-/) Gagarin became world-famous.
()  Gagarin met the diplomatic establishment as part of his world tour.

15. Which one of the following statements is true according to the text? 
ty) The cause of the crash of Gagarin’s plane is still not clear.
()  It has been proved that a previous pilot had left the cabin air vent open.
( ) Alexey Leonov has evidence that another plane caused turbulence which sent 
Gagarin’s plane into a deadly spin.
()  Vladimir Seregin was the only one who survived the crash.
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USE OF ENGLISH

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Time: 25 minutes 
Maximum points -  20 points

Task 1

For items 1-10, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end o f each 
line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. There is an example at the 
beginning (0).

Example:______
0 BOREDOM

Games in Space

For astronauts on long missions into space, (0 ) ... can be a 
real problem.

BOREIFJ

In order to help the astronauts, (1 )... and doctors need to find 
out what this feels like.

SCIENCE
LLi Ш  trf'e-ts

As part of the (2) ... programme, six volunteers will be locked 
away for 520 days to see what effect this has on their mind and

SEARCH

body. During their time in (3) ... , the volunteers will be able to 
communicate with their controllers, but only in a way that 
replicates the astronauts’ experience. For example, the further

ISOLATE

away from ’Earth’ they get, the longer the delay in the signal, so 
they will be (4) ... to have a conversation in real time.

ABLE
lAfCcdll

As part of the experiment, the volunteers will be allowed to 
play computer games. There will be a (5 )... of solo games

MIX
t e n u r e

and (6 ) ... games available. Afterwards, they will be asked to COMPETE Ж
give (7) ... on how hard they found the games to play and what FEED
their (8) ... state was at the time. E M O T IO N O ^
As a result of the (9 ) ... gathered, it may be possible to create INFORM^/0-*?
special (10)... for crews on future missions. SO FT/£lf
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Task 2

For items 11-20, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
first sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. Use from three to 
five words. The number o f words you should put in the gap is specified in each case. 
Do NOT use contracted forms. There is an example at the beginning.
Example: 0. “Let’s go to the cinema on Sunday,” said Ann. 

wanted
Ann__________ 2H_______ to the cinema on Sunday. (4 words)

0 wanted us to go

11.1 am totally convinced that you will pass the exam.
CHANCE
In my opinion, there_______ - ________ your failing the exam. (4 words)

12. Not many people came to the wedding.
NUMBER
Only________ 21_______ people came to the wedding. (4 words)

13.1 do not have any money left.
RUN
I ________ ~ _______ money. (4 words)

14. The play was shorter than we had expected.
LAST
The play did not______ 21__________we had expected. (4 words)

15.1 could not concentrate fully because of the noise coming from the next room. 
HARD
The noise coming from the next room______ 21_____to concentrate fully. (3 words)

16. The twins described their experience to me in detail.
DESCRIPTION
The twins gave____________ ~ ________ their experience. (5 words)

17. You can go to the cinema but you must get a taxi home afterwards.
LONG
You can go to the cinema___________ ~ __________ a taxi home afterwards. (5
words)
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18. The flooding led to the road being closed.
RESULT
The road had to __________ ____________of the flooding. (5 words)

19. That contestant did not succeed in getting to the final round of the quiz show.
TO
That contestant did not____—_______ to the final round of the quiz show. (3 words)

20. Carol would rather not come to the beach with us today.
FEEL
Carol____________—________ to the beach with us today. (5 words)

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 9-11 классы

Максимум за работу -  45 баллов
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 7-8 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  7

How do British people recognize a Russian speaker o f English? Listen to a dialogue 
between a Russian student and a British teacher and find it out.
Then complete the sentences by using a word from the text. Mind your spelling. You 
will hear the text twice.
Прослушайте аудиофайл: https.V/statsrad. org/download/226994.mp3

1. When we Ь Г ч н \>  ideas to students, we should be very clear, so that they 
understand.
2. A ci \ vA speakers of English talk to each other in a different way.
3. There are certain that creep into your English.
4. Also, when not native speakers conduct —________between themselves, they
use English otherwise.
5. For -— don’t expect the English to use your name in conversation.
6. There are some obvious problems that come from English .
7. English people seem rude in the way they ~~ each other.

1

https://https.V/statsrad._org/download/226994.mp3


s

Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 1

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

Task 1

Read the text below and mark the facts as True or False.

Russians call it the Mendeleev periodic table, while in other countries people drop the 
name of the Russian chemist Dmitry Mendeleev -  the scientist who came up with the 
concept that atomic weights of elements largely predetermine their physical and 
chemical properties. In the anticipation of an anniversary of this discovery (1869- 
1870), we decided to find out more interesting facts from the director of the Joint 
Institute of Nuclear Research, who kindly agreed to answer our questions.
Can you tell us about the history of this discovery and its importance nowadays?
It’s amazing but Mendeleev based his classification on 63 elements only, of which 
just 48 had atomic weights precisely determined at that time. Others had not been 
studied thoroughly. His first table was put on a sheet of paper with some gaps for 
unknown elements and he corrected the atomic weights for the elements which he 
thought were incorrect. All the missing elements were discovered later and all the 
atomic weights he thought wrong proved to be as he predicted! Now we are working 
on discovering the 119th of the Mendeleev table and there seems to be no limit. One 
of the elements discovered recently is named after Mendeleev.
Were there any attempts to classify elements before and after his discovery?
Yes, just a few. The earliest was based on two large groups of acid-forming and base
forming elements. However, this broad classification proved inadequate. The second 
made a distinction between metals and non-metals. But it turned out to be 
inconsistent. The German chemist Lothar Meyer put forward similar proposals 
shortly after Mendeleev, but criticized Mendeleev’s predictions of incorrect atomic 
weights of some elements.
Can the Mendeleev periodic table be regarded as a law of nature?
No one can deny that. It has been verified many times decades after Mendeleev’s 
death in 1907. Now it’s as valuable as the work of Copernicus in astronomy or 
Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Was Mendeleev nominated for a Nobel prize?
Yes, three times -  in 1905, 1906, 1907. Unfortunately, he failed to get a prize due to 
the long time that had passed since his discovery and the time when Nobel prizes 
were first introduced in 1901.

2



Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

1. 1901 -  Mendeleev died 
( )  True

False

2. 118 -  the current number of elements in the periodic table 
f )  True
()  False

3. 1917 -  the second time Mendeleev was nominated for the Nobel Prize 
()  True
(°) False

4. 1903 -  Nobel prizes were first introduced 
()  True

False

5. 3 -  nominations of the scientist for the Nobel prize 
(") True
()  False

Task 2

For questions (1-6), read the following text and then choose from the list given below 
the best phrase to fill each o f the numbered spaces. Each correct phrase may only be 
used once. Some o f the suggested answers do not fit at all.

There is an example for you (0).

A Good Night
Sleeping less than six and a half hours a night is not good for you, warned the 
American National Sleep Foundation recently. With supreme irony, the warning 
came just as people in the US, in the interests of daylight saving, were about to put
their clocks forward one hour, (0 )_______. The Foundation’s latest research shows
that eight hours’ sleep is optimal for good health. The problem is that these days, 
some people seem to regard sleep as slothful and unproductive, a view encouraged by
innovations like the Internet, (1 )_______long after other sources of information are
inactive. Actually, one could go further back in time and blame the invention of the
light bulb, (2)_______ . People slept on average nine hours a night before the arrival
of electricity, (3) _______ . For sleep is not equivalent to switching off your
computer. In sleep important things still happen, things (4 )_______ . Sleep reduces
the body’s metabolic rate by up to 20 per cent, representing a great saving in energy, 
and the amount of oxygen (5 )_______also falls dramatically, as does our body
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8  классы

temperature to a lesser extent. And during sleep the body releases growth hormone,
(6) ________ •

Example:

which always deprives them 
of some sleep

1 VW Mv Olihaw $ идЪИ which is clearly not enough for the 
average person

2 Q jJt\ which probably means they were a 
good deal happier

3 v V t W  SLVlbr-- which is why children need plenty of 
sleep

4 \/uY x<uV  V i which can even lead to major 
disasters

5 v A u  u Y  SUAuYrif v  qJ U j which allows users unlimited access

6 — which we use in the first part of the 
night
which we need in order to fall asleep

which effectively eliminated darkness

which are thought to be restorative 
and conserving

4



Part 3
Use of English

Time: 40 minutes 
Maximum points -  56

Task 1

Put each verb in brackets (1-30) into a suitable verb form. (0) -  is done for you as an 
example.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

The Unfortunate Tandem
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him
(0)_ were cycling__(to cycle) through Holland. As the roads (1) W lA f (to be)
stony, Harris (2) i  (to ask) his wife to sit tight. She (3) U)ui<b^(not/ can) 
explain later why she (4) ЬдЦ LW^to think) her husband (5) iu, 4. i 4 (to order) her 
to jump down. And she did so. Harris (6) b̂ gy)LCo>4to go on) without turning his 
head. He (7) VA,. (to believe) his wife (8Voi Clliflvfto sit) behind him.
Mrs Harris (9) f -qu/u  (to find) herself on the road alone.
At first she (10) ;v£tiMl4 (to циррозе) her husband (11) iMSt/ni-Oi (to want) simply to 
show his skill and ne (12)Ик{ '/to return) soon when he (13)! \  Л . J (to reach) 
the hill. But her husband (Ml^ rip fU .itifto disappear) in the wood.
She (15) j y  yi (to begin) to cry as she (16) |чН  (to have) no money, and she 
(17) ^ m c M fnot know) Dutch.
People (18){KoUy)iil (to think) she (19) K tort; (to lose) something so they 
(20) i cc b (to take) her to the police station.
Meanwhile, Harris (21)W j ^  elj lUto cycled 
(22) ( qD f (to feel) wrong. He (23)loo 
see) nobody there.

t 1 great pleasure. But soon he 
;orlook back) but (24) (to

While thinking how to find his wife he (25) p A К / (to meet) some local people. 
They (26)иьи  £4(> (to be sure) he (27) yro find) his wife at the police
station. There he (28)у^Д  ц Ц 1 (1о ask) when, where and why he (29)КлЛ (to 
lose) his wife.
The meeting of Mr Harris and his wife (30) 1/U (to be) not a tender one.
Be careful on the roads!

Example:
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him 0 ____(to
cycle) through Holland, 
were cycling
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Task 2

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

Match each group o f adjectives with a suitable noun. 
There is an example for you.
Example:

a close/а long-distance/a tough
\ r

race
V J ________ )

a difficult/an exciting/a huge -challenge
complete/firm/wide support
lasting/wide-spread/minor ^ language
first/everyday/body opportunity
wonderful/wasted/ideal - love
effecti ve/intervi e w/traditi onal -technique
latest/pirate/live -damage
deep/true/platonic recording

Task 3

For 8 sentences in the left column find suitable endings from the right column. There 
is an example for you.

Example:

I think we should send for 
an ambulance to take old Mrs Jones to hospital.

Some people go jogging every 
morning

to have that bad tooth of yours 
taken out.

It would be a good idea for you to go 
to the dentist’s

to check whether it had recovered 
from its accident.

The doctor gave Andy an injection to put on my sunburnt arms and 
legs.

I’m going into hospital tomorrow to get rid of her headache.
We took the cat to the vet to reduce the pain and help him 

sleep.
Susan took two aspirins to take to the chemist’s.
The doctor gave Helen a prescription to keep fit, or to lose some weight.
I bought some special cream to have an operation on my foot.
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Task 4

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

-

Do you know Great Britain?
Decide if the following statements about Britain are true or false.

> Britain has several active volcanoes.
/̂) True

()  False

> The Romans brought the skills of reading and writing to Britain.
( )  True
(v) False

> A true Cockney is anybody bom in the East End of London.
()  True

False

> Big Ben is the official name of the clock tower of the Houses of Parliament in 
Westminster.
0  True 
( )  False

> In Shakespeare’s time there were no actresses, all female parts were played by 
boys.
( )  True 
(0 False

> ‘Bank’ holidays are called so because these are the days on which banks are 
legally closed.
()  Tme 
(v) False

> The Queen is not allowed to take part in political activity.
( )  Tme
(v) False

> British public schools are free of charge.
0  Tme
()  False

7
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.

Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

> Yorkshire pudding is usually eaten as a desert like other puddings.
( )  True
0  False

> The Queen’s official limousines are the only cars in Britain to have no number 
plates.
0  True 
( )  False

Максимум за работу -  74 балла
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 7-8 КЛАССЫ

Part 1
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  7

How do British people recognize a Russian speaker o f English? Listen to a dialogue 
between a Russian student and a British teacher and find it out.
Then complete the sentences by using a word from the text. Mind your spelling. You 
will hear the text twice.
Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://staterad.ors/download/226994. mp3

1. When w e '\> \ i  5 Mlj  ideas to students, we should be very clear, so that they 
understand.
2. Yus Vi VCL speakers of English talk to each other in a different way.
3. There are certain t y.p rtAHiMvJ that creep into your English.
4. Also, when not native speakers conduct CalU/CrW-' between themselves, they 
use English otherwise.
5. For i \u b u M l , don’t expect the English to use your name in conversation.
6. There are some obvious problems that come from English —____ .
7. English people seem rude in the way they • each other.

1

https://staterad.ors/download/226994._mp3


Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 1

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

Task 1

Read the text below and mark the facts as True or False.

Russians call it the Mendeleev periodic table, while in other countries people drop the 
name of the Russian chemist Dmitry Mendeleev -  the scientist who came up with the 
concept that atomic weights of elements largely predetermine their physical and 
chemical properties. In the anticipation of an anniversary of this discovery (1869- 
1870), we decided to find out more interesting facts from the director of the Joint 
Institute of Nuclear Research, who kindly agreed to answer our questions.
Can you tell us about the history of this discovery and its importance nowadays?
It’s amazing but Mendeleev based his classification on 63 elements only, of which 
just 48 had atomic weights precisely determined at that time. Others had not been 
studied thoroughly. His first table was put on a sheet of paper with some gaps for 
unknown elements and he corrected the atomic weights for the elements which he 
thought were incorrect. All the missing elements were discovered later and all the 
atomic weights he thought wrong proved to be as he predicted! Now we are working 
on discovering the 119th of the Mendeleev table and there seems to be no limit. One 
of the elements discovered recently is named after Mendeleev.
Were there any attempts to classify elements before and after his discovery?
Yes, just a few. The earliest was based on two large groups of acid-forming and base
forming elements. However, this broad classification proved inadequate. The second 
made a distinction between metals and non-metals. But it turned out to be 
inconsistent. The German chemist Lothar Meyer put forward similar proposals 
shortly after Mendeleev, but criticized Mendeleev’s predictions of incorrect atomic 
weights of some elements.
Can the Mendeleev periodic table be regarded as a law of nature?
No one can deny that. It has been verified many times decades after Mendeleev’s 
death in 1907. Now it’s as valuable as the work of Copernicus in astronomy or 
Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Was Mendeleev nominated for a Nobel prize?
Yes, three times -  in 1905, 1906, 1907. Unfortunately, he failed to get a prize due to 
the long time that had passed since his discovery and the time when Nobel prizes 
were first introduced in 1901.

2
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.

Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

1. 1901 -  Mendeleev died 
( )  True
(v) False

2. 118 -  the current number of elements in the periodic table 
(vj) True
()  False

3. 1917 -  the second time Mendeleev was nominated for the Nobel Prize 
()  True
(•-) False

4. 1903 -  Nobel prizes were first introduced 
()  True
(4 False

5. 3 -  nominations of the scientist for the Nobel prize 
(*) True
()  False

Task 2

For questions (1-6), read the following text and then choose from the list given below 
the best phrase to fill each o f the numbered spaces. Each correct phrase may only be 
used once. Some o f the suggested answers do not fit at all.

There is an example for you (0).

A Good Night
Sleeping less than six and a half hours a night is not good for you, warned the 
American National Sleep Foundation recently. With supreme irony, the warning 
came just as people in the US, in the interests of daylight saving, were about to put
their clocks forward one hour, (0 )_______. The Foundation’s latest research shows
that eight hours’ sleep is optimal for good health. The problem is that these days, 
some people seem to regard sleep as slothful and unproductive, a view encouraged by
innovations like the Internet, (1)_______long after other sources of information are
inactive. Actually, one could go further back in time and blame the invention of the
light bulb, (2)_______ . People slept on average nine hours a night before the arrival
of electricity, (3) _______ . For sleep is not equivalent to switching off your
computer. In sleep important things still happen, things (4 )_______ . Sleep reduces
the body’s metabolic rate by up to 20 per cent, representing a great saving in energy, 
and the amount of oxygen (5 )_______also falls dramatically, as does our body
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Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8  классы

temperature to a lesser extent. And during sleep the body releases growth hormone,
(6) _________•

Example:

which always deprives them 
of some sleep

1 which is clearly not enough for the 
average person

2 У/K t which probably means they were a 
good deal happier

3 'sJlibou^^ which is why children need plenty of 
sleep

4 W'JL (L which can even lead to major 
disasters

5 w Wcqjv  ^ J - и Ы  \/<l% which allows users unlimited access

6 which we use in the first part of the 
night
which we need in order to fall asleep

which effectively eliminated darkness

which are thought to be restorative 
and conserving

4



Part 3
Use of English

Time: 40 minutes 
Maximum points -  56

Task 1

Put each verb in brackets (1-30) into a suitable verb form. (0) -  is done for you as an 
example.

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

The Unfortunate Tandem
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him
(0)__were cycling__(to cycle) through Holland. As the roads (1) И i f f .  (to be)
stony, Harris (2) ц /Xej (to ask) his wife to sit tight. She (3) (UpiuiU f̂not/ can) 
explain later why she (4) (iKm.(to think) her husband (5) ^  -{ (to order) her 
to jump down. And she did so. Harris (6) oHto go on) without turning his
head. He (7) (to believe) his wife (8) jj giHj (to sit) behind him.
Mrs Harris (9) J ^ v m (to find) herself on the road alone.
At first she (10)Урр^~Ц (to suppose) her husband (11) (to want) simply to
show his skill and he ( 1 2 \ ̂ ffio return) soon when he (13) У (to reach)
the hill. But her husband (14) i^ - v i fto disappear) in the wood.
She (15) Ы  Mv (to begin) to cry as she (16) W A  (to have) no money, and she 
(17) d-Av • i . .(not know) Dutch.
People (18) LK*>Ui{M(to think) she (19) WA_Vi^|(to lose) something so they

/
ith great pleasure. But soon he 

look back) but (24) I x k /  (to

(20) (to take) her to the pplice station.
Meanwhile, Harris (21) v-w\ ^ A pito 
(22) 4 (to feel) wrong. He (23)W v^
see) nobody there.
While thinking how to find his wife he (25) hvL-f, (to meet) some local people. 
They (26)vM t jvL(  ̂(to be sure) he (27)v^< l J\ AL (to find) his wife at the police 
station. There he (28X vjr^W i| (to ask) when, where and why he (29)У ^ ^ щ {  (to 
lose) his wife.
The meeting of Mr Harris and his wife (30) (to be) not a tender one.
Be careful on the roads!

Example:
It happened while Mr Harris and his wife sitting on the tandem behind him 0 ____(to
cycle) through Holland, 
were cycling
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Task 2

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

Match each group o f adjectives with a suitable noun. 
There is an example for you.
Example:

r N r \
a close/а long-distance/a tough race

V_________________________ J J

a difficult/an exciting/a huge challenge
complete/firm/wide ^ support
lasting/wide-spread/minor -language
first/everyday/body “opportunity
wonderful/wasted/ideal Jove
effective/interview/traditional technique
latest/pirate/live damage
deep/true/platonic recording

Task3

For 8 sentences in the left column find suitable endings from the right column. There 
is an example for you.

Example:

I think we should send for 
an ambulance to take old Mrs Jones to hospital.

Some people go jogging every 
morning

to have that bad tooth of yours 
taken out.

It would be a good idea for you to go 
to the dentist’s

to check whether it had recovered 
from its accident.

The doctor gave Andy an injection to put on my sunburnt arms and 
Je^s,____________

I’m going into hospital tomorrow to get rid of her headache.
We took the cat to the vet to reduce the pain and help him 

sleep.
Susan took two aspirins to take to the chemist’s.
The doctor gave Helen a prescription to keep fit, or to lose some weight.
I bought some special cream to have an operation on my foot.
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Task 4

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

Do you know Great Britain?
Decide if the following statements about Britain are true or false.

> Britain has several active volcanoes.
()  True
0  False

> The Romans brought the skills of reading and writing to Britain.
(y) True
()  False

> A true Cockney is anybody bom in the East End of London.
О  True
()  False

> Big Ben is the official name of the clock tower of the Houses of Parliament in 
Westminster.
(“) True 
( )  False

> In Shakespeare’s time there were no actresses, all female parts were played by 
boys.
()  True 
if) False

> ‘Bank’ holidays are called so because these are the days on which banks are 
legally closed.
if) True 
()  False

> The Queen is not allowed to take part in political activity. 
if) True
()  False

> British public schools are free of charge.
( )  True
0  False

7



> Yorkshire pudding is usually eaten as a desert like other puddings.
()  True
(0 False

> The Queen’s official limousines are the only cars in Britain to have no number 
plates.
(Q True

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 7-8 классы

( )  False

Максимум за работу -  74 балла
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 5-6 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  4

Прослушайте аудиофайл: https://statsrad.or2/download/226993.mp3

Listen to the text. Then put four tales in the order that they are mentioned in the text. 
There is one extra fairy tale which is not mentioned in the text.

1 fV'O/i'- l-V-C The Frog Princess
~г Ivan the Fool and the Magic Pony
з if К Kolobok (The Gingerbread Man)
4 y L i Д  ̂ The Cat and the Rooster

Teremok (The Fly’s Castle)

https://statsrad.or2/download/226993.mp3


Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5-6 классы

Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 0

Read the text and decide if sentences are True, False, or this information is not 
mentioned in the text -  Not Stated.

Easy Writing
Have you ever heard of Lazio Biro? He invented the ballpoint pen (the biro). His 
invention has made writing a lot easier for everyone.
In the 1930s Lazio Biro worked for a newspaper in Budapest in Hungary. While 
writing his articles he used an ink pen which left a lot of ink stains on paper. He often 
watched the newspaper being printed by huge printing machines. Biro noticed that 
the ink used in the printing machines dried very quickly. He wondered if this quick
drying ink could be used in pens. He had the idea of using a tube of quick-drying ink 
with a ball at the end. He found that when you wrote with it, the ball allowed ink to 
flow out of the tube and on to the paper. Because it dried quickly it did not smudge 
like ordinary ink.
Biro was very excited by his discovery. His pen was much easier and smoother to 
write with. It was especially helpful to left-handed people. With the pen, it was 
possible to write up to 200,000 words before the ink ran out. It was even possible to 
write on rough surfaces. Another advantage of the ballpoint pen was that it was 
cheap. You just threw it away when the ink ran out and got another one! 
Unfortunately, before he was able to patent* his invention, the Second World War 
broke out. Biro went to Brazil. There, he and his brother George began to improve 
the design of the pen. In the early 1940s they began to manufacture a new pen, but 
they did not have enough money to start a big company.
In 1944 he sold his business to an Englishman named Henry Martin. Martin produced 
thousands of Biro pens. He sold many to the men and women in the American and 
British armies. People liked the pens very much. They were convenient and easy to 
carry around and they could be used anywhere. They were cheaper than fountain 
pens. Later, Martin sold the business to a French company called BIC. This company 
now sells twelve million pens a day.
Biro was pleased that his pen was so popular, but he did not make a lot of money 
from his invention. He died quite a poor man in South America. However, his name 
is not forgotten. It has become an everyday word.

*When an inventor patents something, this prevents others from using the invention 
without permission.

2



Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5-6 классы

1. Biro was a Hungarian journalist.
(\l) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

2. Biro’s birthday is celebrated in some countries as Inventors’ Day.
()  True
()  False (4 Not Stated

3. Biro invented his pen without seeing a printing machine at work.
( )  True(4 False
()  Not Stated

4. The ink used in printing machines was different from ordinary ink. 
(v) True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

5. You can write longer with a ballpoint pen than with an ink pen.
()  True
()  False 
(/) Not Stated

6. The new pen could write not only on paper.
0  True
()  False 
()  Not Stated

7. In the 1940s Biro brothers’ business was rather successful.
( )  True
Q  False 
()  Not Stated

8. Biro sold his business to BIC.
()  True
(4 False 
()  Not Stated
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9. Fountain pens were cheaper and easier to use.
()  True
(/) False 
()  Not Stated

10. Biro’s name is still honored by his relatives in South America. 
( ) True
()  False 
0  Not Stated
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Part 3
Use of English

Time: 30 minutes 
Maximum points -  50

Task 1

Read the text below. There is one mistake in each line: it can be a wrong word or a 
missed word. Find the mistake and write the proper word in the box.

1 At 12th April, 1961 Yuri Gagarin, a Russian Cosmonaut,

2 became first human to travel into space. Although his flight
[ h i

3 lasted only 108 minute, its success made him
ft)

4 national hero. He also became the first person
t k i

5 ate and drank in zero gravity, and he was able
(yV'Ko

6 view the Earth in a way that no one had done before.
t o

7 Unfortunately, a plane crash in March 1968 made Gagarins’

8 desire of revisiting space unpossible.
j i l t

9 After his dead, his hometown and the Cosmonaut Training

10 Center at Star City, Russia, was named after he.

Task 2

For questions (1-20) choose the correct verb form for each gap. (0) -  is done for you 
as an example.

He Didn’t Laugh

Mark Twain, the famous American author, (0) was well known (to know) as a 
lecturer, and literary clubs often (1) [ l о i (to invite) him to speak. Before one 
of his lectures a club member (2) (LamtUl (to come) up to him and said,
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“Mr. Twain, people (3) (to say) that you can tell very funny stories. I
hope that during your lecture you (4) \m (to make) my uncle
(5) (to laugh). He (6)W \v'l W ^  Unot to laugh) for ten years.”
“I’ll do my best”, Mark Twain said.

At the beginning of his lecture, Mark Twain (7) Ко I- i n i  (to notice) the 
club member who (8) Si Hiv/to sit) in front of him with an old sad man.

Mark Twain (9) U  \ til (to begin) (to tell) jokes, one after another, long
jokes and short jokes, new jokes and old jokes. Soon everybody (10) wcJ, U tji ^  (to 
cry) with laughter. Everybody -  but not the old man. He (11) u  1 Luv,kiU(to look) 
at Mark Twain with his cold blue eyes. Mark Twain (12) S M W o -dto asname).

After the lecture, the club member (13) • j\* ч ui (to thank) Mark Twain
because he (14) Wy у .1 (never to hear) so many funny stories.

“They (15) W  с ~ч\иЬ (not to be) funny enough for your uncle. He 
(16)__________ (not even smile)!” Mark Twain (17) v, nrWQT ч  (to answer).

“I’d like to thank you and say again my uncle (18) к (not to laugh)
for ten years. I want you to know he (19) W  i  (not to hear) anything for ten 
years. He (20) 1л/&_А_____ (to be deaf).”

Всероссийская олимпиада школьников по английскому языку 2020-2021 уч. г.
Школьный этап. 5-6 классы

0 was well known is well known has been well known
1 invites invited invite
2 come comes came
3 say will say are said
4 made make will make
5 laughed laugh to laugh
6 hasn’t laughed don’t laugh didn’t laugh
7 notice notices noticed
8 was sitting is sitting were sitting
9 had begun telling began to tell began to telling
10 were crying will cry was crying
11 was looking would look had looked
12 was ashame was ashamed is ashamed
13 thanks thank thanked
14 had never heard never had heard have never heard
15 is not were not was not
16 haven’t even smiled hadn’t even smile didn’t even smile
17 answered answer answers
18 didn’t laugh hasn’t laughed haven’t laughed
19 hasn’t heard didn’t hear doesn’t hear
20 were deaf was deaf is deaf
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Task 3

Complete the e-mail. For questions 1—10 write ONE word for each space. There is an 
example for you (0).

From: Parveen 
To: Marta

Hi Marta,
I hope (0) _you_ are well. I was trying (1) _____ call you yesterday but you
didn’t answer. Is your phone broken, (2) of______  have you lost it again?
Anyway, I wanted to ask (3) \ f ______ you could come to my birthday party next
Saturday. My birthday was actually two weeks (4) 40 q Q but I couldn’t have
the party then (5) v _̂______lots of people were (6) _____ holiday.
I’ve invited (7) 1 )\i few people from our swimming club, as well as my
friends from school. (8) _____ you think your brother (9) ~~______ free that
day? Please invite (10) to come too. The party’s at my house and starts
at 8 p.m.
Parveen

Example: (0) you

Task 4

Classify all these nouns and fill in the table. Mind your spelling. There is an example 
(0) for you.

0 car coach bike plane transport
1 apple orange banana Pear
2 Egypt France Russia India ■—
3 table chair sofa bed
4 trousers shirt hat socks —
5 beetle ant bee spider —
6 potato carrot onion peas
7 aunt uncle niece cousin —
8 London Moscow Paris Washington —
9 violin flute guitar trumpet
10 daisy rose tulip iris —

Максимум за работу -  64 балла
V Y v
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ВСЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОЛИМПИАДА ШКОЛЬНИКОВ 
ПО АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ 2020-2021 уч. г. 

ШКОЛЬНЫЙ ЭТАП. 5-6 КЛАССЫ

Part 1 
Listening

Time: 10 minutes 
Maximum points -  4

Прослушайте аудиофайл: h ttys ://s ta tsirad. or у/down load/226993. mp3

Listen to the text. Then put four tales in the order that they are mentioned in the text. 
There is one extra fairy tale which is not mentioned in the text.

I 'w  -SV4- \ \^ > . f  ОоН Yiuov̂ The Frog Princess
2 <j Vg Ivan the Fool and the Magic Pony
3 ( и Kolobok (The Gingerbread Man)
4 The Cat and the Rooster

Teremok (The Fly’s Castle)

1
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Part 2 
Reading

Time: 20 minutes 
Maximum points -1 0

Read the text and decide if sentences are True, False, or this information is not 
mentioned in the text -  Not Stated.

Easy Writing
Have you ever heard of Lazio Biro? He invented the ballpoint pen (the biro). His 
invention has made writing a lot easier for everyone.
In the 1930s Lazio Biro worked for a newspaper in Budapest in Hungary. While 
writing his articles he used an ink pen which left a lot of ink stains on paper. He often 
watched the newspaper being printed by huge printing machines. Biro noticed that 
the ink used in the printing machines dried very quickly. He wondered if this quick
drying ink could be used in pens. He had the idea of using a tube of quick-drying ink 
with a ball at the end. He found that when you wrote with it, the ball allowed ink to 
flow out of the tube and on to the paper. Because it dried quickly it did not smudge 
like ordinary ink.
Biro was very excited by his discovery. His pen was much easier and smoother to 
write with. It was especially helpful to left-handed people. With the pen, it was 
possible to write up to 200,000 words before the ink ran out. It was even possible to 
write on rough surfaces. Another advantage of the ballpoint pen was that it was 
cheap. You just threw it away when the ink ran out and got another one! 
Unfortunately, before he was able to patent* his invention, the Second World War 
broke out. Biro went to Brazil. There, he and his brother George began to improve 
the design of the pen. In the early 1940s they began to manufacture a new pen, but 
they did not have enough money to start a big company.
In 1944 he sold his business to an Englishman named Henry Martin. Martin produced 
thousands of Biro pens. He sold many to the men and women in the American and 
British armies. People liked the pens very much. They were convenient and easy to 
carry around and they could be used anywhere. They were cheaper than fountain 
pens. Later, Martin sold the business to a French company called BIC. This company 
now sells twelve million pens a day.
Biro was pleased that his pen was so popular, but he did not make a lot of money 
from his invention. He died quite a poor man in South America. However, his name 
is not forgotten. It has become an everyday word.

*When an inventor patents something, this prevents others from using the invention 
without permission.

2
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1. Biro was a Hungarian journalist.
(v) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated

2. Biro’s birthday is celebrated in some countries as Inventors’ Day.
()  True
()  False 
(*) Not Stated

3. Biro invented his pen without seeing a printing machine at work.
( )  True
(y) False 
( )  Not Stated

4. The ink used in printing machines was different from ordinary ink. 
True

()  False 
( )  Not Stated

5. You can write longer with a ballpoint pen than with an ink pen.
( )  True
()  False 
(y) Not Stated

6. The new pen could write not only on paper.
True

()  False 
( )  Not Stated

7. In the 1940s Biro brothers’ business was rather successful.
( )  True
(y) False 
()  Not Stated

8. Biro sold his business to BIC.
()  True
(v) False 
()  Not Stated
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9. Fountain pens were cheaper and easier to use.
True

()  False 
( )  Not Stated

10. Biro’s name is still honored by his relatives in South America. 
(/) True
()  False 
( )  Not Stated
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Part 3
Use of English

Time: 30 minutes 
Maximum points -  50

Task 1

Read the text below. There is one mistake in each line: it can be a wrong word or a 
missed word. Find the mistake and write the proper word in the box.

1 At 12th April, 1961 Yuri Gagarin, a Russian Cosmonaut,

2 became first human to travel into space. Although his flight
\ j u _

3 lasted only 108 minute, its success made him

4 national hero. He also became the first person
t k i

5 ate and drank in zero gravity, and he was able
W'Ko

6 view the Earth in a way that no one had done before. t o

7 Unfortunately, a plane crash in March 1968 made Gagarins’

8 desire of revisiting space unpossible.

9 After his dead, his hometown and the Cosmonaut Training

10 Center at Star City, Russia, was named after he. h/yrt

Task 2

For questions (1-20) choose the correct verb form for each gap. (0) -  is done for you 
as an example.

He Didn’t Laugh

Mark Twain, the famous American author, (0) was well known (to know) as a 
lecturer, and literary clubs often (1) \  v i  i i- (to invite) him to speak. Before one 
of his lectures a club member (2) iLa-ПЧ. (to come) up to him and said,
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“Mr. Twain, people (3) Зелу (to say) that you can tell very funny stories. I 
hope that during your lecture you (4) ЬъЛщ (to make) my uncle
(5) Xjev о. ч К (to laugh). He (6) lwi,y'4 to laugh) for ten years.”
“I’ll do my best”, Mark Twain said.

At the beginning of his lecture, Mark Twain (7) ho li (to notice) the 
club member who (8)vv&c 3lbkfl№(to sit) in front of him with an old sad man.

Mark Twain (9)W < . i  l ГЛ (to begin) (to tell) jokes, one after another, long 
jokes and short jokes, new jokes and old jokes. Soon everybody (10) Mlfi H (to 
cry) with laughter. Everybody -  but not the old man. He (11) V bf-\u i ,y(to look) 
at Mark Twain with his cold blue eyes. Mark Twain (12V «4 ^  Ŵ vL-fto asname).

After the lecture, the club member (13) Мм r.j (to thank) Mark Twain 
because he (14) \y.t. f A (never to hear) so many funny stories.

“They (15) Sbo,
( 16) __________

(not to be) funny enough for your uncle. He 
(not even smile)!” Mark Twain (17) yyjVkwMP (to answer).

“I’d like to thank you and say again my uncle (18) ур, iu- L (not to laugh) 
for ten years. I want you to know he (19) VibA Л . (not to hear) anything for ten 
years. He (20)__________ (to be deaf).”

0 was well known is well known has been well known
1 invites invited invite
2 come comes came
3 say will say are said
4 made make will make
5 laughed laugh to laugh
6 hasn’t laughed don’t laugh didn’t laugh
7 notice notices noticed
8 was sitting is sitting were sitting
9 had begun telling began to tell began to telling
10 were crying will cry was crying
11 was looking would look had looked
12 was ashame was ashamed is ashamed
13 thanks thank thanked
14 had never heard never had heard have never heard
15 is not were not was not
16 haven’t even smiled hadn’t even smile didn’t even smile
17 answered answer answers
18 didn’t laugh hasn’t laughed haven’t laughed
19 hasn’t heard didn’t hear doesn’t hear
20 were deaf was deaf is deaf
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Task3

Complete the e-mail. For questions 1-10 write ONE word for each space. There is an 
example for you (0).

From: Parveen 
To: Marta

Hi Marta,
I hope (0) _you_ are well. I was trying (1) ^______ call you yesterday but you
didn’t answer. Is your phone broken, (2) cA_____ have you lost it again?
Anyway, I wanted to ask (3) pV_____ you could come to my birthday party next
Saturday. My birthday was actually two weeks (4) й b but I couldn’t have 
the party then (5) Vb-C lots of people were (6) holiday.
I’ve invited (7) i Vu few people from our swimming club, as well as my
friends from school. (8) До»_____you think your brother (9) free that
day? Please invite (10) —_____ to come too. The party’s at my house and starts
at 8 p.m.
Parveen

Example: (0) you

Task 4

Classify all these nouns and fill in the table. Mind your spelling. There is an example 
(0) for you.

0 саг coach bike plane transport
1 apple orange banana pear —
2 Egypt France Russia India
3 table chair sofa bed
4 trousers shirt hat socks ----
5 beetle ant bee spider
6 potato carrot onion peas
7 aunt uncle niece cousin
8 London Moscow Paris Washington —
9 violin flute guitar trumpet —
10 daisy rose tulip iris —

Максимум за работу -  64 балла

Мос<\л<\я'.
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